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Tuition Increase,-College Funding
Suggested by House Coinntittee
Manuel Franco
The House Appropriations and
Finance Committee made its higher
education
recommendations
Tuesday including a 10 percent
tuition increase and $250,800 in
start up costs for the proposed
University of New Mexico General
College.
Rep. Jack L, Skinner, D-Eddy,
committee vice chairman, said New
Mexico students would still be
paying less than 9 percent of the
cost of tl)eir education if the 10
percent tuition hike were passed.
But Rep. Robert J. Aragon, DBernalillo, said, "I strongly feel the
state has the funds to minimize the
increase. The cost of merely surviving for most students in the state
is becoming more and more difficult."
''The state should encourage
' education by keeping tuition to a
bare minimum," Aragon said.

Aragon succeeded in having the
committee vote on the tuition
increase separate from the rest of
the Instructional and General
budget but the increase passed 12-4.
Aragon; Rep. AI R. Valdez, DBernalillo; Richard J. Kloeppel, DSandoval and Gary D. Robbins, RRoosevelt, voted against the increase.
A 10 percent tuition increase,
along with a recent $8 increase in
student fees, would raise UNM's
full-time undergraduate tuition and
fees for New Mexico residents this
fall to about $388.80 per semester
from the current $360.
Tuition and fees for a nonresident undergraduate would
increase to about $1220 from the
current $lll6.
Many of the subcommittee's
recommendations mirrored those
of the Legislative Finance Committee chaired by Rep. John J.
Mershon, D-Lincoln, Otero, who

also chairs the Appropriations and
Finance Committee. The committe:!
adopted the recommendations
made by its Higher Education
Subcommittee with few changes but
not before questio11ing some of the
budget items concerningUNM.
Mershon questioned the need for
the General College, which would
offer one sub-baccalaurate and
three asspciate desree programs in
engineering technology, computer
technology and business,
John Perovich, UNM's vice
president for business and finance,
said that 11 there is a big demand for
these three programs. There is a
market for 200 to 300 such
graduates a year."
The LFC had recommended no
funding for the General College
while the Board of Educational
had
recommended
Finance
$360,000.
Mershon then asked why the
continued on page 5

Medical Faculty in the Top 1000
Stete Repfflsentetlve John J. Mer.,on, D•Lincoln, Otero, dlsplllvs
the Albuquerque Journal •dvertlsement t""t he told the House
Appropriations CommittH was II "dlsgiWce to tb. University
because of Its misspellings end gremmetlcel errors." Metshon Is
cheirmtln of the Committee.

Pliability Puzzles Educators;
UNM Helps Federal Study
During the late 1960s and early
He said, "The success of the
1970s, the federal government study is going to depend on the
wanted to make sure that money interaction of all these agencies in
distributed to state and local putting together an accurate picture
governments was used to achieve of New Mexico's reactions to
congressional objectives, so a maze federal policies and changes in
of regulations were attached to those policies."
funds. But in recent years recipient
Rather than try to study federal
governments have increasingly and ·state interactions in general,
criticized federal programs as being the project will focus on programs
fragmented, restrictive and bur- for "special-needs" youth, 'which
den some.
includes Titles I, IV, and ~II of the
Jn response to the criticism, the Elementary
and
Secondary
federal .government has increased ·Education Act; the Education for
state and local flexibility, but All Handicapped Children Act; the
educators and others continue to Vocational Education Act; Title VI
maintain that proper organization of the Civil Rights Act of 1~4;
of responsibility for education Title IX of the Educah.on
· Amendments of 197~:. ~d Sect1on
remains a problem.
. b· tt . d.. · t. d h w fede 1 S04 of the Rehab1htat1on Act of
ra 1973
T o e erun ers an o
and. state .. g~vernments w~rk
"the federal government has
together to .Implement maJOr been heavily Involved in education
f~d.eral . educalton programs and for the last 15 yeats and now under.
clvtl . ~ghts requ.trements, the Reaganomics there. are vast
Ed~cattonal. PolleY. Resea~ch reductions in federal aid being
lnstt~ute of the Educatton~ Test!ng implemented,"" King said. 11 So
Servlceha~ be~un a study ~nvolv!ng we'll follow actions of this year's
educators. m e1ght states, mcludmg state legislature in regard to·
New Mex1co.
.. ·
·· 'II mom
· 't·or· a·ny·
· · · .. · . . d. • . .. •
ed ucatton
an d we·
UNM educ;at1onata. mtmstratJOn organizational or · personnel
Professor Rtchard Kmg and four . h .. .
· the state education
111
graduate students will put together cd angtes . t ,
.l.
. f d. l t· t·· . . epar men.
a pr.o fI ~ . on . e ~ra -s a e m
King and the four graduate
ter,~ctiO,n m New. Mextco. . . . .
students will do a series oLseven
. Were w~rkmg closely wtth the reports between now. and June
state educatton dep~tt~ent ~nd focusing on the role of interest and
numero~s o~her agenc1e~ mcludmg . d
. .... up·· and maj'or issues
the legJslattve Education .Study a voca~y gro . s . .
• t· t·• · p· · · · · of spcctal needs youth.
C OJ;Ilm~'ttee, t he L. egis
a ~ve mance
uthis study will provide valuable
Comm1ttee, New Mex1co School . f
. . • . 11 K' ... 'd ''b
Boards Association and the New !n ormatton, .mg sat ' . • ecau~e
Mexico School Administrators 1t addresses a fundamental 1ssue m
Association," King said.
con.ti(lued orr,page 5
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4037 times in publications by other
researchers over a period of 14
years.

The list of the world's 1000 mostconsulted scientists includes three
faculty members from the
University of New Mexico School
of Medicine.
The . Institute for Scientific
Information recently published an
analysis of those researchers who
produce the scientific papers most
often consulted by the other million
research scientists around the
world.

Dr. Thomas B. Tomasi, the new
director of the UNM Cancer
Research and Treatment Center,
had his work cited 3315 times
during the same period. Also, the
published work of adjunct research
professor Noel Warner, pathology,
was consulted by other researches
3436 times.

The work of Dr. Ralp~ C.
Williams, chairman of the ONM
Department of Medi~ine, was cited

All three UNM faculty members
devote the bulk of their study to
imm~nology, the science of how the

body fights off illnesses of an

kinds.
Release of this survey showed
that Williams has moved into the
top 300 of the world's scientists·in
terms of how oft.-:n his work bas
been found useful by other investigators.
A spokesman for the Institute for
Scientific Information said, "To
narrow down one million names to
10,000 or less , . . does provide a
useful beginning in identifying, in
an objective, non-obtrusive
manner, those who are making the
greatest impact." .

Governor Requests Tax Cut Repeal
King mentioned the 18-member
to one
SANTA FE - Gov. Bruce King citizens and not limited
1
Committee
on Goals for the Future
Tuesday asked the 1982 Legislature industry," he said. ' 1 strongly
he
appointed
last August, and
believe
in
government
for
the
to repeal property tax cuts that were
asked the Legislature to carefully
..•
All
of
thepeople."
people
enacted last year for the oil and gas
As expected, the governor study its report and to implement
industry as well as other nonNew Mexico's economy many of its suggestions.
highlighted
residential property owners.
The governor also urged the
and
the
need
for the state to fund
The $22 million thus saved would
Legislature
to continue to improve
be distributed to New Mexico's 33 essential programs that were cut by
continued on page 9
the
federal
government.
counties in an equitable manner
ensuring each county of at least
$250,000 in new revenues, King
said.
·
The governor made his comments in his last address to a joint
session of the Legislature. His fouryear term ends Dec. 31, 1982.
King spoke before a crowded
chamber that included .not only the
state's l12 lawmakers but also
hundreds of spectators.
Although recommending that
certain non-residential property
taxes be repealed, King did not ask
the Legislature to change property
tax breaks "for homeowners - nor
personal income tax cuts - that
were enat:ted last year.
King also cautioned the
Legislature about jnvesting the ·
money from the Severance Tax
Permanent Fund.
Although he did not specifically
mention a proposal by Sen. Jack
Stahl, R-Bernalillo, to use up to
$800 million in such funds for New
Mexico's housing industry, he
made a veiled reference to it.
New Mexico Gov. Bruce King wavtJs to members of the Hausesnd
1
' lf tow inte(est loans are to be
the policy of this state, these loans Senate after his addmss that commenced the first session of the
·
should be available to all of our 35th State Congl9ss.

Pa!.(l' 2.
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Water Heater Explosion Kills Five Students, One Teacher
SPENCER, Okla. - A water
heater exploded at lunchtime
Tuesday in an elementat'Y school
cafeteria, hurling sharp debris that
1\il!ed five students and a teacher
and injured at least 34 other people,
officials said.
John Reid, a spokesman for
Gov. George Nigh, said the bodies
of four students and one adult had
been retrieved from the blownapart cafeteria and kitchen area and
that a fifth student died at a
hospital.
Names of the victims were
withheld pending notification of
relatives.
Midwest City police spokesman
Ed Forman said approximately 200
children attended the school for
Stt1dents from kindergarten through
fourth grade and about 50 to 60
were in the cafeteria at the time of
the blast.
An
Amcare
ambulance
spokesman said 34 people, most of
them students, were taken to
hospitals. Eight were listed in
critical condition and another eight
were in serious condition, the
spokesman said.
The first police officer to arrive

The five who died at the scene
at the scene, ~!idwest City Sgt. Paul
Long, sutTered a heart attack, but were in different areas of the
was later reported in stable con- cafeteria, Woods. said,
Woods said when he arrived
dition in a hospital.
A source at the scene, who asked many of the students were on the
not to be identified, told United grass near school, where they had
Press International that in- walked or been carried, and
vestigators were "pretty well teachers were trying to comfort and
satisfied" overpressure in the water help them.
heater Cl!Used a ste;~m explosion
In the Oklahoma Senate, Sen. E.
that blew the heater 30 yards north
of the kitchen.

He said investigation was continuing into why the water heater
was allowed to build up so much
pressure. There was no fire
associated with the explosion.
Hours after the 12:17 p.m. blast
authorities were still looking
through the rubble of the cafeteria
area, but they said they were fairly
certain no one was trapped in the
ruins.
At the rear of the kitchen an
orange door stood in its frame, but
the wall had been blown away. The
concrete block east wall of the
cafeteria le!lned with its roof
dangling to the ground.
Amcare supervisor Reggie
Woods said most of the injuries
appeared to be from flying debris.
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Anyone carrying 6 or more
hours is eligible to use the
Student Health Center.

•

•

Student Health Insurance is
not necessary to be seen at
the Student Health Center.

IIIII"

All visits are Free.
There is a minimal charge for
Iab tests & x-ra ys.

.......... •
...,-

Appointments available
during the day.

...

Walk-in Clinic open 24 hours/
7 days a week.

...

•
..........

All general medical problems
arehandled.

•
~
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.......
..,.

...a...
....,.

Specialty clinics· allergy,
dermatology, gynecology,
internal medicine, neurology
ort~opedics, surgery,
'
urology, nutrition, podiatry,
dentistry.
Mental health serviceindividual, couple, family,
group, vocational
counseling.

Includes Bus and llt_t

HP-UC
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HEWLETT
~~PACKARD

Continuous Mem~
Business Calculator
Alphanumeric Full Progr~mniable With
Continuous Memo!li
HP-41CV
Alphanumeric Full Programmable With Continuous
Memo!Ji & (2,233 B)!!es)
HP-97
Desktoe Programmable with Printer
HP-8210A Card Reader
HP-82143A Printer
HP-82153A Opiical Wand
HP·82170A Quad
HP-12C
Sltni-Line Financial Programmable With
Continuous Memo!)/

$150.00
$75.00

Pharmacy_ & a nine-bed
infirmary.

•
•

$375.00
$750.00
$215.00
$385.00
$125.00
$95.00

$275.00
1600.00
$179,95
$325.00
$112.50
$79.00

$150.00

$129.95
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SALE ENDS

401 WYOMING NE• 285·7981
Quality Pr<lducts for the World of Science, Engineering & BuSiness.

VISA
MASTER CHARGE
AMERICAN EXPRESS
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coke,di-.pepper&1up., ." ••

orange, apple, tomato & grapefruit. • • • • •
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'FRONTIER BORGER SPEOAL ~kkory ~liloke. sau~, cheese-, 1000 isl~ncl, onion, Fren~h fries & salad 2.19
5 oz. RI.B EVE STEAK-USDA Choice Texas ~~t. French fries or hlish b\"1!1111\s with salad •• • • • • 3.99
·. > . · .CHEf! SALAD IIIIth chOI~·ol dressing, lett(lte, totn~to, cheddiu·dieese, ham&egg • , • •· • • • • -. 2.59
: •· VEGETARIAN SALAD lettuce, ~ato,.~·~.Cheese&_eggs •• : • •••••••••••••• · 2.39 .
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SHAKESthocol.ate, strawberry&vanilla • --: • . . . .

HCLMAN'S~

:·

~P.IATtE~S
6 oz. TOP CHOP STEAK Grot.tiil..o:.~. T•• ~st. ~nch frlft or ~~h- browns with ~tad. • • • • • • $2,69 ·

'
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:.. · ·-··. !MEXICAN FOOD
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I
I :-_ -·_,_: . -·-... ·-. -. "_.-. - . _· SOFT DRINKS
$.40 .50 .65 .I
TEA •••.••. ~ ................ ~35 .50" .60 I
a· ~iVi:A· :::: :·::::::::::::::::: .5:~; :~~ ::; IC-E
LEMONADE' . . . . . . . . • • . • . . • • . . . . • • • . • • • . . •70 .I
.45 .60 ·:85 ·
1
HJ.f~:."<lt~i~t~t:~ APPLE cii>E:Ii · :~g :~g ::~ JUICE
50 .75 .95 ,·1
I :MIL_K •••.•.••.•~~ .••• ···~ •. ~. ·.•· ••.•.•40 .70
I ..
.:~~@~l?IDm .f& . ROLL.62
6-packfrozenrotls2.99
.I
~----·1111111·----·--'---·-----·------t!
··J~_·:

'l

•

$.85
1.35
1.35
1.05

No. !7 TACO meat~ chee~. leftu<:e &·tomo._, ........ ~ . ~ ..••..• ••• • :..-. •. • • ·-. $~75
No, 8·CI1AI:.UPA beans·; c.heese, lettu<:e & tomato .•.•. .- .•.•••• ·.. • • • ~ . • • . . . .65
No~ 9 ENCHilADA$.•e~e(l,'u;itbleU..t;e& tomato •.••• • •.•.....•••.••. • ...:. • 2.19
.·
· · · · BEEF;wifh ChlllkC:.n ·carne, cheddar cheese& onion · .
·
·cHEESEwlth'GREEN CHIIJIS.TEW,.cheddar cheese & onion
VEGET:ARIAN.wlfh.-GR·EBN.Ctllll; (:heddar cheese & onion
.MEXICAN COMIQ~f.c,;~d;l" taco & beans ..••.. • . • • •.••.• • . • • • • •. 1.99
9ftEENS:HILISTE~~~~~~,~·)bow1(1-0oz.) ~ •.••. • · •• • • • • • • c~
~1
_.·

..•
''.'

'

.'

'

1·. . ·.· ....

.

Salad with cho.ice. of Dressing ......•.•. , ... ;· .70
· Extra Blue Cheese . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . • .J 5'
Tomatoes (3 slices) ........ , . . . . .. . . . . . • .. .15
American or Cheddar Cheese ... .' ..... , ..•...20
.Green Chili o~ Chili con Carne (1 oz.) . . • . . . . . . .15

GRUiED CHEESE on whole wheat with American thees~, lettuce&' tomato • . .
HAM LElTUCE & TOMATO on whole wheat with salad dressing ........ ~ . . .
BACON, LETfUCE & TOMA,TO same as above . . . • • • • . • • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . •
EGG. LETIUCE & TOMATO same as above ••..•.•.•.•.....•.•....•.•...

.~ ·:. '

!

1/31/82

•*****•

;1~-:

$119.00
159.95
$199.95

:~:e:;4
.~;,,.."fieect
~

;SANDWICHES

I····.:.:.;

SAU
145.00·
174.95

$250.00

.1

No. 1 HAMBURGERsalad dressing, tomato, pickles, ~ni~n & lettuce . . . . • . . $1.25
No. 2 CHEESEBURGER same a_s above with cheddar cheese . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.40
No. 3 BONANZA double meat, American cheese, fltou$and island, tomato, onion & lett•ace •••• , • • 2.1 0
No. 4 FIESTA BURGER chili ccm carne or green chUi, cht,!ddar chee!pe, onion & lettuce •• , •• , • • 1 ~45
No. 5 FlAME BORGER hickory sm·oke sauce~ 'CJnion & l~rioce . . . . . . . . . • • . • • 1.20 .
·No. 6 CQPV CAT mustard~ ketchup, pickle~ & onio_n • • . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.20.
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· HP-37E
HP-41C

•• :

.·

1·.../.
1
1'·. .·

Advanced Slim-Line Programmable
Scientific with Memory.
REG. $135.00

$55.00
$90.00

~

Take Oqton All-Items

I
I
I
I
I
1'';.
I'

Special $119.95

~

p

I··

CALL.881·7832

UST

'Oni~n

I
I·

Day Ski Trips:

BACK TO SCHOOL .SPECIALS
HP-32E
Scientific with Statistics
HP-33C
Scientific Pr2!!!ammable ~~e;th Continuous Menio!Ji
HP-34C
Advanced Programmable Scientific with

~ast &

1-·

Taos (S30•J, Santa Fe(S22 ")

All HP·41CV Application Pacs 10% Less with this ad.

•
•.
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Rings .....••.70 Jelly •... .' .......•05
· :Beans ~ .•....
.35 Cra(:kers . . . . . . . . . .05
Ranchero Sa.-ce (8 oz.) •......•... , •••. ·• ~ .. 50

CALCULATORS

.........

Johnson Gym

BREAKFAST

.. Br~wn·. s.· .. ·......•....6.0. . P·.ancak.e •.....·...• • . . . . . .3 5.
Style. :- . .9,5 T
Jelly •......40
I ...,· H... a.shWestern

Solv• with H•wl•tt-Packard

~

· ·

240~~.:~~~!~!·1

Horne of the latest in Broiled Food and the Homemade Sweet~oll

(

~

"''llliiiiiP''

~et. o..~~...c,CZt

·o. \

I
I
I
I
I
SIDE ORDERSI.
1· Frencbfri¢s ••••.~$.50 One Egg .... .'. . . $.50 · Bacon, Ham, Sausage, or Beef Pattie ..•..... S.75

Cresied Butte, Purgatory; Telluride

~

-~~cz,cz,"'~~cz,

.

.
·
. . ·. (Serv.ed with whole wheat toast, .margerine & jelly)
No. 1 TWO EGGS, bacoJI, ham or sausage, hash browns & toast ..................... , . $2.49
No.2 ONE EGG, bacon, ham or sausage, }lash browns & toast .... ·...... ·............... $1.99
NQ. 3 TWO EGGS, hash brQwns & toast. ....... , ..... : . .......• , ....... , .......... $1.69
No. 4 ONE EGG, hash browns " toast •....•.............•................•....... $1.25
No. 5 PANCAKES (4) •............. : . .......................................... $) .35
No.6 HU,EVOS RANCHEROS, two eggs, beans, sauce, corn tortilla & toast .........•••. $1.99
N9. 7 WESTERN OMLETTE .........•................•.............. , .•........ $2.85
tllree eggs, green chili & cheddar cheese, served with tomato, hash browns & toast
Free Cup of Coffee or Hot Tea With Any of The Above Breakfasts

Weekend Ski Trips:

MON~RII0·6Jim~AT9-5{a'11

'"

~-

01·

.

~.··

.SKICLUB

Just arrived:
Jordache Dresses &
Corduroy Skirts
and Tops

~ b

·

criticism from civil rights leaders.
Reagan took responsibility for
the decision, which he called "a
pro~;edural matter" rather than one
of policy.
"No one put anything over on
me," he said, explaining his view
that the IRS rule amounted to a
"social law" and the matter should
be handled by Congress.
"Don't judge us by our mistakes
- we're going to make more- but
on how well we recover and solve
ihe situation," he said.
"! am opposed with every fiber
in my being to discrimination,"
Reagan said.
Later when asked if his policies
overall were "ignoring black
concerns," Reagan said, "I can
respond to that with a simple
answer: It isn't true."
He said he had been "opposed to
bigotry and discrimination long
before it ever became a national
issue under the title of civil rights.''
Dicussing his ideas about
shrinking the role of Washington
and transferring some programs to
the states, Reagan stressed citizens'
rights must always be protected.

MORE THAN BAGS

•

..........
...,.-

..........

new budget, but he rejected
comments by Reps. Jack Kemp, RN. Y., and Trent Lott, R-Miss., that
budget cuts now in the works would
"hurt the little people.
"I don't think we arc doing
that," Reagan responded. "I'm
going to have to have a little talk
with them,"
Asked why businessmen seem to
be holding back on expansion plans
critical to the success of his
program, Reagan said industrial
leaders were displaying "caution"
over the future course of interest
rates. But he expressed confidence
that, as the recovery continues, the
business community step up its
activity.
The president insisted "there has
not been a cut in overall spending"
for social programs, just a
reduction in growth aimed at
getting people who don't deserve
government benefits off the .rolls.
Several questions focused on the
decision to end a 12-year-old
Internal Revenue Service policy
prohibiting tax exempt status for
private schools that discriminate,
an action that provoke strong

I ("ornell ~.I:.

.,.........
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An 8-year-old student said she
was awaiting her turn to go to the

. . .
7:00a.m. • 12:00 p.m.

I

serving line and get food when the
explosion occurred.
"Our table was waiting to be
called and the explosion just started
from the back of the cafeteria, by
the kitchen," Hally Chase said.
"We ran outdoors," the thirdgrade student said. "1 ducked my
head, I heard the others scream and
I ran."

Reagan Defends His Issues Record

WASHINGTON President
Reagan, closing out his first year in
office, Tuesday staunchly defended
his record on a. wide range of
domestic issues, declaring the
economy on the mend and denying
he has ignored the needs of blacks
and the poor.
The president was often on the
defensive \luring a seventh news
conference of his presidency, facing
a score of questions about the
recession, cuts in social programs,
his acceleration of defense spending
-and even his giving to charity. ·
Declaring he has "the greatest
sympathy" with the unemployed,
Reagan said, "I'm quite sure we're
going to see an upswing in the
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - economy and that's the answer to
theirproblem."
·
He said the current 8.9 percent
• • • • • • •
jobless rate was the result of a trend
that started during Jimmy Carter's
··•
• . last six months in office and that
despite the high figure, I million
more people have jobs now than
when he took office.
Reagan gave no clues as to what
new tax proposals and cuts in social
programs would be included in his

STU DENT H EA l TH
CENTER

Melvin Porter, D-Oklahoma City,
interrupted floor debate on the
Equal Rights Amendment when
informed of the explosion in his
district. At his request the Senate
stood for a brief prayer by the
Chaplain.
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Life and Related Subjects
Most of us learn how the United States legal system
works by watching television. We .learn that If we obey
the law, we will wind up chatting and laughing with
attractive members of the opposite sex when the
program ends, whereas if we break the law, we will fall
from a great height onto rotating helicopter blades,
Some television shows explain the legal system in
greater detail: They show actual dramatizations of
court trials. The best such show was "Perry Mason,"
which starred Raymond Burr as a handsome defense
attorney who eventual!y gained so much weight he
had to sit in a wheelchair.
"Perry Mason" was set in a large city populated
almost entirely by morons. For example, the
prosecutor, Hamilton Burger, was so stupid that the
people he prosecuted were always innocent. I mean
a/ways, I imagine that whenever Hamilton arrested a
suspect, the suspect heaved a sigh of relief and
hugged his family, knowing he would soon be off the
hook.
Now you'd think that after a while Hamilton would
have realized he couldn't prosecute his way out of a
paper bag, and would have gone into some more
suitable line of work, such as so1ting laundry. But he
kept at it, week after week and year after year,
prosecuting innocent people. Nevertheless,
everything worked out, because in this particular city
the criminals turned out to be even stupider than
Hamilton: They always came to the trials, and, after
sitting quietly for about 20 minutes, lurched to their
feet and confessed. The result was that Perry Mason
got a reputation as a brilliant defense attorney, but the
truth .is that anyone with the intelligence of a can of
creamed corn would have looked brilliant in this
courtroom.
The major problem with "Perry Mason'' is that it is
unrealistic: Perry Mason and Hamilton Burger usually
speak in understandable English words, and by the
time the trial is over everybody has a pretty good grasp
of the facts of the case. In real life, of course, lawyers
speak mostly in Latin, and by the time they're done
nobody has the vaguest notion what the facts are. To
understand why this is, you have to understand the
history of the U.S. legal system.
In the frontier days, our legal system was very
simple. If you broke a law, armed men would chase
you and beat you up or throw you in jail or hang you;

by Dave Barry

in extreme cases, they would hang you, then beat you
up in jail. So everybody obeyed the law, which was
easy to do, because basically there were only two
laws:
No assaulting people.
No stealing,
This primitive legal system was so simple that even ·
the public understood it. The trials were simple, too:
Sheriff: Your honor, the defendant confessed that
he shot his wife dead.
Judge: Did he admit it freely, or did you have your
horse stand on him first, like last time?
Sheriff: No sir. He admitted it freely.
Judge: Fair enough. String him up.
The trouble with this system was that it had no
room for lawyers. If a lawyer had appeared in a frontier
coutroom and started tossing around terms such as
"habeas corpus," he would have been shot.
So lawyers,for want of anything better to do,
formed legislatures, which are basically organizations
that meet from time to time to invent new laws.
Before long, the country had scads of laws - laws
governing the watering of lawns, laws governing the
spaying of dogs, laws governing the production and
sale of fudge, and so on · and today nobody has the
slightest idea what is legal and what is not. This has
led to an enormous demand for lawyers, Lawyers
don't understand the legal system any better than the
rest of us do, but they are willing to talk about it in an
impressive manner for large sums of money. In
today' s legal system, the frontier murder trial would
go like this:
Sheriff: Your honor...
Defense .Attorney: I object. In his use ofthe word
"your," the witness is clearly stipulating the
jurisprudence of a writ of deus ex machina.
Prosecuting Attorney: On the contrary. In the
case of Merkle vs, Barnbuster, the court clearly ruled
that an ex post facto debenture does not preclude the
use of the word "your" in a matter of ad hoc quod erat
demonstrandum.
Defense Attorney: Oh yeah? Well carthaginia
delendo est.
This goes on for several hours, until everybody has
forgotten what the trial was about in the first place
and the defendant is able to sneak out of the cour·
troom, unnoticed.

Letters

Reader Rebuts to 'Anilnal Lover'
Editor:
A rebuttal to Lee Reilich's letter January 1B,
''Reader Appalled by Attack on Animals from
Columnist."
(Open letter.)
Dear humane being: I'll tell you something, Lee, as
a child I had a pet kitten. All it did was urinate and
have bowel movements lfor lack of more expressive
words) everywhere, including on my father's best pair
of Kinney's Wingtips. The abuse it took was second
only to mine. For what is the comparison of a swift
kick compared to the grueling pain of a belt slash from
a father?
My emotions were set aflame. What's all this crap I
hear about beer and Bazooka bubble gum stashed in
the woods? What type of fool do you take the
students of U NM for, anyway?

You, Lee, seem to be the one who lacks education
ie, "one kindness; so is cruelty." Poetic, yet what th~
hell does it mean?
You ask if Dave . gets kicks from hurting living
things. Personally I find a tinge of enjoyment from it
when the animals only concern is pooping on the
carpet and whining at 2 o'clock in the morning.
I also ask you if you would have any empathy for
someone that relieves themselves in your household
human or not (after mUch training, mind you). I have
great pity for you because you have already evaluated
Dave under your own bleeding·heart·animal·loving
standards. You might mull over the words of Archie
Bunker: "Don't give me none of 'you's' pinko
propaganda."
Chuck Walla

DOONESBURY

degrees and ''we have testimony
Technical. Vocational
Institute that associate degrees are needed."
could not just offer the programs
Despite all the criticism of the
by itself instead of co-running them
colle~e. the committee passed the
With UNM.
Instructional and General budget as
Perovich said T·VI ''had no recommended by its subcommittee.
interest in doing the whole
Other parts of the passed budget
program.''
include:
....:. A 10 percent average salary
"I don't see why not," Mersho~
said.
·
increase for University employees.
- Subtracting $5.03 million
Some committee members from UNM's budget to reflect the
pointed out that while T -VI can University's estimated income from
teach the technical aspects of the· the state Permanent Fund and its
program, it does not and cannot land holdings for 1982-83. This
offer the academic classes needed to amount was 90 percent of what was
earn an associate degree.
recommended by the LFC.

by Garry Trudeau
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The present General College plan
will prevent an overlap in classes
offered by T-VI and the college
Perovich said.
'
Although tuition will be charged
at the co.llege, payments would be
made to the Technical· Vocational
Institute, who is providing some of
the instruction for the college
Perovich said.
'
The Generai College is "long
overdue,"
Mershon' said , but ' "I
don t t see why the
University
shouldn't abandon programs with
les.s priorty and pick up higher
pnonty programs. Do you have
tenured professors you can't fire?
Is that why you keep these (low
priority) programs?"
·
"It seems we're overfunding
someplace and not getting the
results we want,'' Mershon said,

APD Does Its Best Keeping
'Bad Guys' Off Streets

i.

l
I
'

Among qUestions to be answered
by the project are how states differ
in their interpretation and ad·
ministration of federal programs,
how states modify federal
requirements,
how
federal
requirements affect the operation
and administration of other federal
and parallel state programs, and
what kinds of modifications would
reduce administrative problems at
the state and local level and
facilitate the advancement of equal
educational opportunity.
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I dent or m1htary ID on F1rst Donation Only for a I
1 $5.00 Bonus. Not good with other coupons. Lirnit I
1

I
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one per donor. Expires 1·31·82
OYALE BLOOD PLASMA, INC.U
·Coupon No. 4··
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Yale Blood Plasma, Inc.
122 Yale Blvd., SE

~

Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
(505) 266-5729

~

New Donors Accepted 12:30·3:30pm M·f

~

~
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Sun-Tran's Spring Set:nester• bus passes will be on
sale at the Sun-Tran booth in the UNM SUB (main
floor, north end) from 9AM to 3:30PM on January
14, 15, 18, 19 and 20.

For information call766-7830

'f

~

rece1ve a Coupon for a Free Large Order of French Fries
II'! compliments of McDonald's.
' II'!
Redeemable only at 2200 Central SE location.
.~
Offer expires Feb. 26, 1982.
~

• •a~ail~ble only to full-time students of accredited. post high school educailonallnstltu·
lions m />,buquerque. A full-time student at UNM is registered for 12 undergraduate hours
or 6 graduate hours.
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the distribution of federal
assistance to state and local
governments. That issue is the
balance between federal objectives
and accountability on the one hand
and recipients' need for flexibility
and direction on the other.''

King is a consultant to EPRI and
has established a national
reputation as an expert in pUblic
school finance. He has been at
UNM since 1977.

No.79

Vol. 86

The committee also recom·
mended. $863.9 million in state
funds for UNM athletics, which is
the amount recommended by the
governor, the BEF and the LFC.
But the committee also added

~

..

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS!

continued from page 1

New Me.dco Dilly Lobo

The New Mu.lco D•JIY Lobo i! published Monday through
Ftidaye ... cry regular week of1hc University year, wcc'kiY during•
closed and finals weeks and weekly during the summer sesslori
by 1l1c Hoard of Student Publil!ations of the University of New
Mexico. and is not financially asSociated With UNM. Seoond
clan postage paid at_ Albuquerque, New Me:dco B7UI.
Subscription tate IsS 10,00 for' Ihe academic year,
The opinions expressed on !he. editorial pages of the Dell,.
Lobo are tho~e of the nulhor solcty. Vnsigncd opinion is that
Of the cdiiOr and reflects l~c editorial policy of the paper but
docs not nc¢cssariiY represent the views of the ·members o( the
Utlly toM staff,

million in state funds for UNM's
budget, more than the $55.07
million recommended by the LFC
but less th;~n the $62.24 million
recommended. earlier by the BEF
and $61.27 million recommended
by Gov. Bruce King.

~

-Educators

I'

381400

A total of about $55.88

The committee also matched the
LFC's recommendation of $14.;1.1
million for the budget of the UNM
Medical School. This is below the
$14.84 million recommended by the
BEF and King but is a 23.4 percent
increase from last year's appropriation.
The committee also recom·
mended funding for a number of
special items. These included $2,1
million for the Student Exchange
Program, $90,400 for the Harwood
Foundation, $417,500 for the
Emergency Medical Services
program, $271,200 for the Poison
Control Center, $271,000 for the
UNM Cancer Center, $974,000 for
the Out-of-County Indigent Fund,
$2.44 million for the Children's
Psychiatric Center and $1,68
million for Special Health
Programs. But it did not recommend any funding for the South·
west Hispanic Research Institute,
which was recommended $120,000
by the BEF and King.

I

Then Skinner 'again pointed out
that T·Vl cannot offer associate

I
New Mexico Daily Lobo
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Said.

m
.

Rep .. John Lee Thompson, o.
Bernalillo, said that the funds for
the General College "would
probably be better placed at T. VI.
When UNM reaches the confidence
level of T-VI in Albuquerque, then
we can fund this."

Editor:
Th~ cit!zens ?f Albu'!uerque should be informed that although
there IS st1ll a hmghts rap1st on the loose and our crime rate increased
in 1981, the APD is still doing its best to keep the bad guys off the
street.
My 20-year-old son, for instance, wears his hair long, looks a bit
like what one might call "the criminal type," and drives a souped up
plymouth "'cuda" that he built from nearly scratch. Much of his
automotive and driving experience came from racing a stock car for
PAL. Although he is employed full time at a skilled trade and to date
his worst criminal offense is a speeding ticket, his appearance and
obnoxious vehicle seem to cause the police to be constantly at·
tracted to him. He is stopped nearly every weekend. Although he's
never been arrested for rape, robbery, drag racing or drugs, the
police are doing a good job of keeping his kind from doing our city
harm.
·
Only yesterday he was arrested, searched, handcuffed and taken
to jail while taking his girl for a Sunday drive. The charges? Driving
with a cracked windshield! (He had been cited once before.)
So, in my haste to bail him out ofjail, I drove my car downtown
with a cracked windshield and a missing tailight (due to recent
vandalism), I plan to fix both bUt if I only fixed the filii light I could
probably drive for 5 years with the crack in the windshield and never
be cited, You see, I'm not the criminal type. So althoUgh our city is
ravaged by' rapists, murderers, robbers and drug pushers, the
cit~zens should rest easier knowing the police are keeping busy on
QUiet Sunday afternoons by doing their best to see that the boys
driving around town with cracked windshields don't get away.
Juliette Sanchez

The University had used these
funds in the past to pay for minor
capital outlay projects such as
maintenance and to retire revenue
bonds.

that any athletic programs that give
at least half of its athletic
scholarships to New Mexico high
school graduates would receive a
"special" $)0,000 appropriation.
Only Eastern New Mexico
University, Western New Mexico
U~iversity and New Mexico
Highlands University are eligible
fo.r this appropriation, Skinner
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Campus Briefs

THE 'TESTING DIVISION OF UNM
ANNOUNCES ITS REGULAR

STUDENT TESTING SERVICE
The Testing Division, as a special service, publishes this calendar
showing test dates and registration deadlines which may be of interest to UNM students. This calendar will be published at the
beginning of fall and spring semesters.
We suggest that you clip and save this calendar for future
reference.
CLOSING DA1E
for REGISTRAHON

TEST

TEST DATE

College L<·vd

Subj.-Wed. Mar. 17 & Gen. Th. Mar. 18, 1982
Subj.-W~d. Apr. 14 & Gen. Th. Apr. 1.5, 1982
Subj.-Wed. May 12&Gcn. Tb. May 13,1982
Subj .-Wrd. June 16 & Gen. Th. june 17, 1982

Examination

Prognun (CLEP)

Jan. 28

Institutional GPJWral
CLIW Tc·sts available•
at redttcc•d cost to
UNM .stud<'nts or prospediV(• studt•nts only.

Apr. 15
Feb.4 Apr.22
Feb. 18 May 13
Mar. 4 May 27
Mar. 18 June 3
June 17

Com munit•aL ion
Skills Test (CST)

February 5
February 18
March fi
March Hl
April1
Aprill6
April 2!)
May7

Feb. 16, 1982
Mar. 16, 1982
Apr.l3, 1982
May 18, 1982

Rl'porting time: 8:15a.m.

Fcc: $18.00 per test- checks
or Money-Orders payable
to UNM
No appointment i1 necessary,
1\c>gislration opens J•1n, 25, and will be ('(Jntinuous.
As soon us one date is filled another is opt• ned.

'l'esti ng sc•;,im" S'J'AliT at 8: 30 a, m. & 1 : 30 p.m.
for t•aeh session. Student
:VHIST HAVE ID to take test.

()()seal~ availahl~

Dental Admission
Testing' Program
(OAT)

Apr. 17, lf)82
Mar. 22, 1982
Oct. 9 1982
Sept. 13, 1982
(NOTk' Applicatinns must be in till' American Dental Association office
by dosing date)

Dental Asshting
National Board
Test

June 12, 1982
Aug. 14, 1982
Oct. 9, 1982

Apr. 23, 1982
Junl'25, 1982
Aug. 20, 1982

Dental Hygi('Ile
Aptilude Test

Feb. 13, 1982

Jan. 22, 1982

Dietitians
lkgistration Exam

Apr. 17, 1982
0 ct. 30, HJ82
(NOTI~, Applicants write to American Dietetic Assoc.,
Registration Office
.
430 North Michigan Ave., Chica11o IL 00611)

Graduate Management
Admission Test
(GMAT)

Mar.20, 1982
Feb. 15, 1982
jUJw 23, HJ82 (Evening Tt•st-6 p.m.-11! 00 p.m.)
May 18, 1982
(NOTE: Applications must be postmarked no later than
closing date listed ahove.

Graduate lkt·ord
Examinations [GRE)

April24, 1982
Mar. 19, 1982
June 12, l!J82 (Aptitud~Tcst Only)
.
Muy7, 1982
(NOTE: Application> must be postmarked no later than
closing date listed aboV<',)

Gradual<' School
Foreign Language
Test (GSFLT)

Contact Te~ting Di\'ision (277-5345 for appointment]

Law School Admission
1'l,;t (LSAT)

Jan.21, 1982
Feb. 20,1982
June 16, 1982 (Evening test-6 p.m.)
May 17, 1982
Oct. 2, 1982
Sept. 2, 1982
Dec. 4, 1982
Nov. 4, 1982
Feb. 19, 1983
Jan, 20, 1983
APPLICA TiCJNS AVMLABLE AF1'Ell MAllCJI 1, 1982
(NOTE' Applications must be postmarked hy the
closing date listed above)

Medical College
Admission Test
(MGt\ T)

'Deprogrammers'. Test Cults'.Religious Freedom

A pril24, 1982

Sept. 11, 1982
Al'l'LICAT!ONS WILL HE AVAILABLE ATTESTING DIVISION
Ail OUT FEH. 1, W82.

DISTINGUISPED PS\:'CHOLINGUIST SPJ!;AKS

Tempo: From Poems to Pathology is tile title .of a lecture to be given by
of the Society of Jesus (Jesuit Priest) who has a Ph.D. in
psychology.
The speaker is Daniel C. O'Connell, a professor of psychology at Loyola
University of Chicago.
The lecture is scheduled for Jan. 29 in the SUB Theater from 10 a.m. to
noon.
The lecture is sponsored jointly by the Visiting Lecturers' Committee for
the Humanities and Social Sciences and the Department of Communicative
Disorders.

a member

ART PRESENTATION
The Student Organization of Latin American Studies is scheduled to
host a presentation today on the works of Jose Guadalupe Posada at 3
p.m. at the Latin American Institute, 801 Yale N.E. .
.
.
The presentation will be by Victor Mora Paz, a Mexico C1ty art collector
and dealer who will share some original Posada prints.
Coffee and tea will be provided.
CENSUS WORKSHOP
A Census User's Workshop is scheduled for Feb. 1-3 at the University of
New Mexico Medical Center.
.
The workshop will begin with a program for those With less experience m
the field while progressing for those with. more experience the next day and
so on.
The workshop will include introduction of the Census Bureau, census
geography, comparing the 1970 Census and the 1980 Census and a look at
the computer products of the 1980 Censu~.
.
.
The workshop is free bJlt a $1 donation will be asked m order to buy
coffee and tea.
Call Cheryl Howard at 277-5541 by Jan. 25 to reserve a space at the
conference.
The workshop is cosponsored by UNM, the City of Albuquerque, and
the Bureau of the Census, Dallas Regional Office.
ASUNMFILMS
The ASUNM Film Committee has scheduled a potpourri of films this
semester. They will all be held in the SUB Theatre, situated in the lower
level of the Student Union Building.
Jan. 20, 8 p.m. - The Scenic Route. Mark Rappaport explores an
unusual Jove triangle between two sisters and a man. This film won a
British Film Institute Award.
,
Jan. 21, 7 and 9:15p.m.- Two or Three Things I Know About Her. ThiS
1966 film, by Jean Luc Godard, examines. the lifestyle o~ a .mi.ddle-class
Parisian housewife turned part-time prostitute. The movie 1s m French
.
, . .
with English subtitles.
Jan. 22,7 and 9:30p.m.- TreosureoftheSierra Madre. Th1sclasstcfil~
features Humphrey Bogart and Walter Huston and is based on B. Traven s
novel. By John Huston, this movie is a winner of three ~cademy Awards.
Jan. 23, 7 and 9:15p.m.- Horsejeathers plus two Lillie Rascals shorts.
The Marx Brothers' Groucho leads the antics in this collegiate farce.

Thomas Ha~ker
Last year a man named Ted
Patrick was tried and convicted in a
San Diego courtroom on a charge
of kidnapping and sentenced to a
one-year prison term.
Patrick, also known as "Black
Lightning," is no ordinary
criminal. His offense was committed in the conduct of his job as a ''deprogrammer" of
religious cult converts.
A decision handeo;l down from
the Supreme Court of the United
States Monday stated that members
of religio11s organizations are able
to S\le people who try to
"deprogram" them.
The decision was based on an
1.871 law which protected freed
slaves from the Ku Klux Klan.
The Supreme Court decision
Monday allowed Thomas Joseph
Ward, a member of the Rev. Sun
Myung Moon's church to sue II
people for $51 million who, Ward
claims, kidnapped him and
threatened him with physical
violence to make him renounce his
beliefs.
The Patrick case was a rare
instance, said UNM law professor
Robert Schwartz, of the courts
ruling against an opponent of the
ubiquitous cults which have
sprouted around the country.
Schwartz, interviewed last
semester, talked about the complicated legal tangle involving First
Amendment religious freedoms and
the rights of individuals and the
community as a whole.
Schwartz has done extensive
research on the church/state
relationship.
The present-day religious cultsthe Moonies, The Children ofGod,
The Way, The Hare Krishna
movement - are, said Schwartz,
just the latest of the many religious
groups which Americans have
called into question during the
cours~ of our history.
They have, he said, followed the
pattern of American Catholics,
Quakers, Mormons and Jehovah's

Contact Testing Division (277-5345) for appointment

Test (MAT)
National Teacher
Exam (NTE)

Feb. 20, 1982
Apr. 17, HJ82

Optometry ·coll(•gt•
Admission Tt<st

Mar. 13, 1982
Feb. 12, 1982
Oct. 23, 1()82
Sept. 24, 1982
(NOTE: Application must he in the office of the Psychological Corp.
by closing date listed uho\"(')

Plwrmucv Golk•gc
AdmissiotJ Tt•st
(!'CAT)

Feb. G, Hl82
Jan. 9, 1082
May 8, 1982
Apr. 10, 1982
(NOTE: Application Ill list be in the office of the Psychological Corp.
by closin)! date listed nhow)

Test of English us
a For(•ign Language
(TOEJo'L)
Vclcrinnry Aptitude
Test

jail, 18, 1982
Mar. 15, 1982

M <tr. 13, HJ82

F~h.

:VIay 15, 1982

8, 1982

Apr. 12, 1982

Mar. 6, 1982
(NOTE: Application aJ1(1 fee must be received by
tlw Psychological Corp, by closing uatl•listod above.)

... .... ... ·-·· ....... .
_

~

Fcb.8, 1982

The
LULAC
National
Educational Service Center is
preparing for its third Hispanic
Professional Career Opportunities Conference which will
be held Jan. 30at the Las Cruces
Holiday Inn.
The conference will offer
Hispanic juniQrs, seniors and
graduate students majoring in
the areas of -engineering,
physical sciences and chemistry
the opportunity to meet with

LATIN JAZZ CONCERT
UNM Subway Noontime will present an hour of Latin Jazz Jan, 27
featuring STTP, beginning at noon in the"Subway Station, located on the
northwest lower level of the Student Union Building.
Admission is free.
ART RECEPTION
The New Mexico Union Art Galleria will be holding an art reception for
the painter Ray Levra of Cochise College from 2 to 4 p.m. Jan. 3L .
Paintings by Levra will be featured as well as sculptures by local artists.
The exhibit will be available for viewing unti11 Feb. 26.
The Galleria is located at the northwest entrance of the Casa del Sol
restaurant on the lower level of the Student Union Building.,

I'

Other religious groups have
claimed that LSD and marijuana
are essential sacraments, but have
not been successful, Schwartz says,
because of the overriding state
int~>rest in controlling the use .of
those drugs.
Cults are seen by their foes, he
Similarly, in the past decade, the said, as "groups which, through a
Court upheld the right of Jehovah's web of deceit and fraud, entice
Witnesses in New Hampshire to people into an environment of
cover up the "Live Free or Die" physical and mental deprivation, so
slogan on that state's license plates. tbat they lose their ability to think
But the newer cults, such as the rationally and independently."
Sun
Myung Moon's
Rev.
Cult opponents argue that inUnification Church, are seen by
tervention
by authorities to
many in a far different light than
the more mainstream religious "rescue" members is justified by
the First Amendment itself, which,
groups, Schwartz said.
"The question," said Schwartz, taken in its entirety, guarantees
"is where do we draw the line freedom of thought, he said.
between something that is defined
"They say that when a cult takes
as a 'cult' and something that is somebody and brainwashes them
defined as a religion?"
using coercive techniques, then it's
In recent years, the courts have real!y serving the purposes of the
been employing a "balance test" to First Amendment to remove them
determine how far the guru·antee of and allow them to make their own
religious freedom under the First free and independent decisions,"
Amendment extends, Schwartz Schwartz said.
said.
Laws to protect people from
On one side of the scale are the
constitutional religious freedoms.
When evaluating these claims,
judges seek to determine the sincerity of a belief, and whether the
actual conduct of the religion is
central to that belief.
On the other side are what Schwartz called the "state interests,"
including the physical and mentl!l
health of the cult members, the
freedom of cult members and the
preservation of the family.

abuse by religious cults, if indeed
abuse exists, have not been enacted
anywhere in the country, Schwartz
said. New York is the only state
that has come close,
Proponents of such laws seek
statutes which would permit a
"guardianship" of a cult convert
and deprogramming by a specialist.
"Guardianships are permitted
under state laws for lots. of different
reasons, but generally they are only
awarded when someone is found to
be incompetent. Cult members do
not appear to be incompetent by
any normal standard," Schwartz
said,
Libertarian groups, such as the
· American Civil Liberties Union,
have fought long and hard against
any kind of statutory solution to
the problems of cult membership
because of the potential for abuse
of those .laws, Schwartz said.

Student

We buy USED texts
every do.y.

various corporations, and to
develop career preparation skills
for possible future job opportunities.
There is no cost involved for
those interested in attending.

Serving the University of New mexico
and the City of Albuquerque.

More information can be
obtained by caUing Frances
Gandara, 243-3787, or writing
to LNESC, 500 Second Street
NW, Suite 500, Albuquerque,
New Mexico, 87102.

Save25%
Buy used texts for _your courses
We're o.cross the street o.t 2122 Centro.! SE
Open eo.rl~ o.nd open lo.te.
todo.~ through Wednesdo._y (8:30o.m-7:00pm)

Horsefeathers

starring
Humphrey Bogdrt
Friday 7:00, 9:30p.m.

starring
The Marx Brothers
Saturday 7:00, 9:15p.m.

SUB Theater

SUB Theater

UNffi's Complete 8ookstote
· Wo.tch us cho.nge o.nd grow

RUSSIAN-JEWISH LECTURE

From Russia With Guts: The Plight of Soviet Jews, Dissidems and
Refuseniks is the tille of a lecture scheduled for Jan. 25 at 2:30p.m. in the
Ortega Hall Reading Room, third floor of the building.
The speaker will be lecturer and author Paul Panish from Berkeley,
Calif. and he will center on the problems of Soviet Jews adjusting. to life in
the West.

CARRARO'S

BCMC/MRC MEEtiNG

with Lunch

$2.00 Off

-is proud to serve-

One Pitcher of LITE or
LOWENBRAU with any
Large Pizza Order

BEER and WINE

coupon valid II am fo 4pin

Wed., Thurs., Fri. •Jan. 20, 21,22

The board of trustees of the Berrta!iUo County Mental Health/Mental
Retardation Center will meet at S p.m. Jan, 21 at 2600 Marble N.E •
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Many civil suits have been
brought by members of CIJlts
against deprogrammers and
parents, said Schwartz, alleging
such offenses as kidnapping,
assau_lt and battery and invasion of
privacy.

Specio.lists in USED texts
o.nd reference works.

Presents
The Treasure of
SieiTa Madre

"What about the cult member
who goes out and commits a crime?
If we accept the brainwashing
argument, it's hard to hold that
they are guilty of crimes committed
in the furtherance of their
religion," he said.

Bookstore

FILM
COMMITTEE

The University of New Mexico Theatre Arts Department/Dance
Division is scheduling to host a fund raising benefit for the New Mexico
Museum of Natural History entitled Bailor,· Ahara y Siempre.
The concert, planned to be held in Rodey Theatre Feb. 5 at 8 p.m., will
include dance works choreographed in both the Modern and Flamenco
styles.
The benefit is to help find a permanent place in New Mexico to keep the
remains of dinosaurs which have been discovered in the state.
Tickets cost $5 and can be reserved by calling the Fine Arts Box Office at
277-4402.

brainwashing as something that can
happen easily in our society is
"subject to all kinds of abuse."

"The plaintiffs the cult
members - have been remarkably
unsuccessful in those cases. Many'
go before juries, and, with one or
two exceptions, they have not been
"They argue that it's very hard to very friendly to the plaintiffs," he
distinguish between those who go said.
into Catholic orders or military
"As far as the jury is concerned,
academies and cult members, since
you
have the child suing the parent,
they lead much the same kind of
and the parent really is doing all he
life," he said,
(she) can to help His (her) child,"
said Schwartz. "The juries see the
Another sound argument against loving parent there, and then they
such laws, said Schwartz, is that a see the child - wearing funny
law which recognizes coersion and clothes,"

An example of how the balance
test works, Schwartz said, is seen in
a recent case involving the Native
American Church and the use of
peyote, a psychoactive drug, among
its members.

TheASUNM
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"In that case, the court came
. down on the side of religious
freedom, recognizing that peyote
was, in fact, an essential part of
that religion," Schwartz said.

LULA.C Meeting Set for Las Cruces

DINOSAUR BENEFIT

Miller Analogies

Witnesses as groups which many
feel "pose a grave threat to the
social fabric."
For centuries, the American
judicii'!! system has wrestled with
the question of how far constitutional religious freedom extends, often to no avail, Schwartz.
said,
Mormons in the 19th century
were for many years denied voting
rights in some Western territories
before the Supreme Court struck
down the local laws, he said.
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-Tax Cut----------------------------------------

(:rash Victims
May Remain
Underwater
WASHINGTON -The bodies
of some victims of last week's Air
Florida jetliner crash may never be
recovered from the waters of the
Potomac River, the h>:ad of the
salvage operation said Tuesday.
Evidence was growing that the
plane's nose was at an extremely
high angle shortly after it took off
in a swirling snowstorm Wednesday
from National Airport.
As of midanernoon Tuesday,
divers had raised one more body
and a portion of the wreckage but
made no progress on pinpointing
the position of two crash-resistant
"black boxes" that contain tapes of
cockpit noises and of flight
characteristics such as altitude and
airspeed.
The bodies of 18 adults and two
children still were missing.
Navy Lt. Cmdr. Steve Delaplane,
in charge of the recovery operation,
said divers expected to find more
bodies but the river has a half· knot
current and "there is no absolute
guarantee that we will recover all
the bodies."
"We will extend our search until
there arc footprints (of the divers)
all over the bottom down there,"
Delaplane said.
There were 79 passengers and
crew aboard the Boeing 737 when it
clipped the crowded 14th Street
Bridge and then hit the river. The
crash killed 74 people in the plane
and another four on , the bridge;
four passengers and a stewardess
survived.
Three diving crews, working in
2V.-foot visibility, spent most of
Tuesday
morning
positioning
rigging to lift the cockpit and a
sizable section of the fuselage where
it joins the wings.

continued from page 1

the state's educational system, to
closely monitor the use of the
Severance Tax Permanent Fund, to
provide .additional funding for the
state's highway system, and to
recreate the Office .of the State
Engineer to maintain the proper
stewardship of the New Mexico's
water,

"While some states are experiencing
grave
financial
problems, New Mexico is most
fortunate to have a durable and
reliable economic forecast," King
said, "While the economy of our
state remains strong, the picture is
not altogether bright.
"As the representatives of the
people of this state, I believe that

we must consider how wdl we are
prepared for massive changes in the
federal-state relationship and how
effectively we can meet the
challenges of tomorrow.''
Among specific proposals King
asked the Legislature to consider
are these:
- To provide an additional $5
million in severance tax bonds for

Advertising To Come To Public TV
Mindy Schwab

TherfJ are now two concession stands on the mall south of the duck
pond. The. one on the right started ragular noontime service to the
same area Monday. Trudy Kilmer, who works undar the umbrella,
said of her competition, "I think it's good. It givas paopla a choice. "
Trudy works the stand for a downtown cafe owner. Tha canop~ad
concession stand is owned and operated by the New Max1co

Union. Reaching out to "est on tha run" clientele at UNM, SUB
director Cliff Holt said the stand is an axpariamant in location and
design. Other locations, including North Campus and the
Engineering Camp/ax; and other kinds of services, such as a fruit
stand, bagel bar, and lea cream stand are in the planning stages,
possibly to appear this spring.
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NOW ACCEPTING SUBMISSIONS OF LITERATURE, ART
WOHK AND FILM AS WELL AS JlltOPOSALS FOH PEHFOHMANCES
OF
MUSIC,
DANCE, THEATRE, ETC

. DEADLINE FEBRUAHY 5. FOH INFORMATION CALL Z 77- 56 56.

Free Coffee
at the
Student Center

os Primos -"""

:,.:.}.) ::-:; 1844 Lomas NE •

Welcome
Back

842-0059"'ii~

Spedal

Thursday & Friday Only
2pm fill1 0:30pm
while they last!

Alaska King Crab Leg
Special
lib 7.95
includes salad bar & \ otato

Shrimp Special
1 lb 7.95 lf2 lb 5.95
includes salad bar & potato

Come in to McDonald's and get
a free cup of coffee to help you
study. Visit us at our Yale and
Central store, and show us your
Student J.D_ No coupon needed.
. Offer good after five o'clock only.
.·
Offer expires on
February 20, 1982.

Hickory Smoked

BB Q Ribs
8.95 a rack

includes salad bar & potato

8 oz Trout 3.95
includes salad bar & ROiato

Bring A Friend
McDonald's
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and nature of the ad will be limited,
Cooper said.

"What is the major difference
between public television and
commercial television?" If this
question were asked, one common
response would probably be:
"There are no commercials on
public television."
That could soon be changing
depending on an experiment to be
run on selected public stations
starting next spring.
The experiment will involve 10
public radio stations and 10 public
television stations "of different
licensees, different markets and
different parts of the country,"
said Jon Cooper, director of
broadcasting for both of UNM's
public stations, KNME-TV5 and
KUNM·FM.
Cooper said the experiment calls
for "limited" direct advertisement
on public broadcasting.
"They (commercials) would
appear between, not within
programs, with only 'x' amount of
advertising allowed in a given week
or month," he said. "And the
stations would only be able to run
institution spots, not product spots.
It would be select advertising.''
The experiment could start as
early as April 1982 and will end in
June 1983.
The experiment, ordered by the
U.S. Congress, is a part of a
venture to find non-federal money
for public TV, Cooper said.
As a result of Reagan's budget
cuts, .federal support for public
broadcasting will decrease by one·
third by 1985, sa1d David K.
Dunaway, a UNM English
professor and former producer at
KPFA·FM in Berkeley, Calif. This
cut in federal runds leaves the
financial burden of a public station
on its underwriters, he said,
When the Public Telecom·
munications Act was written in
1981, Congress created a com·
mission to seek alternative sources
of revenue for public statidns,
Cooper said. The commission is
chaired
by Federal Com·
munications Commission member
James H. Quello. The advertising
expriment is only one aspect of the
newly-formed commission's work.
Quello was qaoted as saying in a
recent article in The Chronicle of
Higher Education that·, "The
record should reflect that none of
us is advocating commercial ad·
vertising for public broadcasting at
this time. We are merely conducting
an experiment authorized by
Congress to evaluate the feasibility
of this one method of raising
funds.''
Many station managers have
expressed strong reservations about
the issue, as does Cooper. _
"Frankly, I have some personal
concerns about . the direct, ad·
vertising on public broadcasting,"
Cooper said. One reason for his
collcern is that direct advertising
will "not benefit the system as a
whole, •.> he said.
Stations in the larger markets
suc_h as Chicago, Los Angeles and
Philadelphia will benefit "because
more people wish to buy advertising
than there is time f.or," he said.
However, in a smaller market
such as Albuquerque, "competition
for the advertising dollar is very
keen," Cooper said.
Public broadcasting has the
disadvantage because, as in the
experiment, the time, placement

Because of these limitations, it
will be "hard to sell advertising in
the public broadcasting sector when
they (corperations) can go to the
·less restricted commercial sector,"
hes.aid.

Dunaway said he fears what he
calls "public corporation broadcasting" which would largely
Cooper said he believes that change the type of programming on
public broadcasting's relationship public stations.
within the commercial sector will
continued on page 11
suffer if they must compete directly
with the commercial stations.

"Most public stations have a
good relationship with commercial
stations. They understand that
public stations are different. There
is a value in this relationship that
could be lost," he said,
If direct advertising does come
into being, Cooper said, there could
be a "difference between .1tations
affiliated to an educatiomil in·
stitution" as are both KNME and
KUNM.
Ethically, advertising
"might be a difficult thing for them
to deal with,'' he said.
Cooper stressed that he did not
believe that advertising is a viable
alternative for funds. "The am.ount
of federal funds we receive is based
on the amount of donations we
raise. We would not be able to use
advertising dollars to claim federal
funds.''
Cooper said he does not believe
that the income generated through
direct advertising would be "great
enough to replace the funds this
station (KNME) would lose in
federal funds."
In addition to these concerns,
Cooper said that donators will not
be able to deduct their donations
from taxes if they give t.o a station
with advertising. The stations will
lose many valuable dollars this way.
"The public stations must be
willing to participate in the experiment," Cooper said. "But
KNME will not participate.''
Uunaway, like Co.oper, is also
concerned about the proposed
experiment, but for different
reasons.
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CONCEPTIONS
SOUTHWEST

Marron Hall P1
$2,00

Get it*

Thursday nights at Ned's!
Party and pizza Thursday
nights at Ned's! A dollar gets you a
thick n' juicy slice of pizza AND
a frosty draft of brew.
Dance to the hottest bands.
Meet your friends. And make
new friends! Get yours* Thursday nights at thee place, Ned's
on Central just west of Washington.

• a slice of pizza and a draft beer for a buck!
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(1 block south of Candelaria)

COMPLETE ART MATERIALS CENTER SINCE 1945

-

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
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•

with valid U.N.M.I.O.
Friendly courteous service

-
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-

Expires Feb.1, 1982
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"When public broadcasting turns
to corporations, you bring in the
serious question of editorial control
over topics and treatment of
controversial issues," Dunaway
said.

engineering and physical science severance tax bonds for vocational
equipment for state educational education outlay projects, as well as
institutions.
increasing the vocational education
To increase General rune;! budget by 45 percent,
revenues for public schools by I J.l - An additional $38 million for
percent, and to increase higher improving state highways and an
education funding from the same extra $33 million for completion of
the interstate highway system.
source by 12.2 percent.
- To provide $27 million for -A $4.6 million expansion of state
public school outlay projects and funds for essential localth services
$20 million for higher education programs to partly offset federal
cuts.
capital outlay projects.
-To transfer the investment policy
making decision for the Severance - To expand the power.s of the
Tax Permanent Fund from the Public Service Commission "to
Board of Finance to the State assure our citizens arc not burdened
Investment Council or some other by unreasonable utility rates."
- To fund the construction of the
investment committee.
- To appropriate $3 million to second phase of the Las Cruces
continue in-plant training for Medium Security facility and to
build a conservation camp at Truth
economic development,
Tn nrovide ~li.45 million in or Consequences.
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Consumers Had More but Construction Suffered in 1981

Volunteers Are Sought
For Research 011 Drugs

WASHINGTON - Americans
last year had 2.1 percent more
money to spend then they did in
1980, but the construction.industry
suffered its worst year since 1946,
the government reported Tuesday.
The income and housing
measurements released by the
Commerce Department Tuesday
were accompanied by President
Reagan's first public display of
unhappiness with the Federal
Reserve Board.

A Unversity of New Mexico of the feet and ankles.
All examinations, lab. work,
physician is recruiting volunteers
between the ages of 21 ahd 7S for electrocardiograms, X-rays and
research on new drugs developed to medication administered as part of
control high blood pressure and the studies will be provided free of
charge. Participants will report for
swelling of the feet and ankles.
Dr. Philip Zager in the School of check-ups and laboratory analysis
Medicine will conduct studies of as often a~ twice weekly in early
two new antihypertensives- drugs phases of the study. Later, parintended to control high blood ticipants in the high blood pressure
pressure. One study will run a full studies will check in only monthly,
year, and the other will last six and subjects in the edema study will
months. Volunteers should be nave medical checks every other
people with mild to moderate <::ases week.
Further information is available
of high blood pressure.
from Lois Farabaugh and Marti
At the same time, a 16-week Brittenham, certified family nurse
study will be carried out on a new practitioners in the UNM
drug for treating swelling (edema) Department of Medicine, 277-4750.

Once Again b(l."s
STUDENT SALE!
January 18 through January 30
If You Need A Camera Get It Now!

OcosiNA CT1A
Manual camera with
a 50mm F/20 lens

On Sale for
Only $139.95
Or OcDSINA CT7AAutomatic
Camera with a built·in Data back
and a 50mm F/1.7 lens

Only $279.95
How About a Flash

N!SlSiN 340T Flash Only $59.95
N!SlSiN 360TW Flash.Only $69.95
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Benny Cttndeleria, a Physical Plant employes, prunes the cottonwood tmes south of the SUB
Monday, Cutting out thB dead wood and axtra waight ones a yBBr keeps the trees from bf'fJBking,
said Dwight Capshaw, tmothflr Physical Plant employes.

Supreme Court Rules Contributions
By Political Action Committees OK
Sen. Harrison Schmitt, R-N.M.,
said Tuesday aU .S. Supreme Court
decision allowing political action
committees to contribute to
presidential campaigns was a
victory for "individual rights and
free speech."
The high court, on a split 4-4
vote, affirmed a decision that said a
$1000 spending limit on independent committees in support of
a presidential candidate was an
unconstitutional violation of free
speech guarantees.
The ruling came in a suit brought
by Common Cause and the Federal
Election Commission against
Americans for Change, a committee headed by Schmitt, and
other groups that supported Ronald
Reagan in the 1980 presidential
campaign.
"The $1 million Spent by

Americans for Change in support
of the president was donated by
more than 8000 Americans across
the country," Schmitt said. "These
thousands of citizens exercised their
right to participate in our electoral
process."
Schmitt, who said all the com·
mittee' s donations and expenditures were made public, said
the court ruling means citizens can
exercise their "rights of freedom of
expression,.''
"The upholding of this principle
means that despite the efforts of the
leaders of Common Cause and the
FEC to deny these rights and to
usurp the constitution, individual
rights and free speech prevail and
they always will," he said.
The chairman of Common Cause
of New Mexico, John Pope, said
the citizens' lobbying group will be

CONTACT LENS
SALT TABLETS $4.50
B&L SQUEEZE BOTILES

Covered
'W"ago.n

$2.00

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry

And we'll throw in o Nisson Flash Filter set Free.

ALL STUDl:NTS SUPPLIES UPTO 25% OFF

onlyat

~UJ~ ~~~~:!~i~:

Casey Optical Co.
(J doon WIST ol Re.-;oll Drug)
L MAS AT WASHINGTON 26~8&.46
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La Posada's Entree Card
A convenient way for Non-Resident Students and
Staff to take care of those between class and work
meals.
Buy in advance, all those dinners before your
Wednesday night lab, and for many other meals you
need to have while on campus.

It's a wise move into the
residence halls, and the price
is right. Space is available for
the Spring Semester, but app-ly early! Don't be left out. ·

Use Entree card for $16.00 worth of any combination of meals at La Posada. Buy one or as many
as you rteed. Just $14.00, a $16.00 value.

AOOMt.BOAAD
UNM AISIDENCE HALLS
Contact: Housing Reservations
La Posada Hall
277-2606
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working for legislation to change
the law to block large contributions
by the committees, commonly
known as PACs.
"Basically, what he (Schmitt) has
managed to do is to glut the
campaign finance act," Pope said.
"He's created a loophole that you
could drive a truck through.''

State Legislators
Seek Pay Raises
SANTA FE - State legislators
are once again seeking a pay raise
through a House Joint Resolution
introduced Tuesday.
The resolution, sponsored by
Rep. John Lee .Thompson, DBernalillo, would raise the per diem
allowance from $40 to $75 a day,
and the mileage compensation from
I 0 cents to 25 cents a mile for one
round trip to Santa Fe.
Such a measure, if approved by
the Legislature, must also be approved by the state's voters as a
constitutional amendment in the
next general election.
The bill was referred to the
House Rules Committee, as were 22
others also introduced on the first
day of the 30-day regular session.
New Mexicans have defeated
such pay raise proposals 11 times
since the first pay hike was
proposed in 1925. A plan to pay
lawmakers $300 a month in addition to the $40 per day was
defeated in the last general election.
Three raises have been granted
the legislators since the 1910
constitution set per diem at $5. The
most recent was in 1971, when
voters approved an amendment
boosting the allowance from $20 to
$40 per day.
"We need to raise the per diem
and mileage allowance so the
Legislature does not become a rich
man's club," Thompson said. "I
think the voters will approve this
because most people recognize that
$40 a day in Santa Fe is not even
enough to cover expenses.''
A Legislative Council Service
study showed the current average
cost for orte day of food and
lodging in Santa Fe to be $47,
Thompson noted that the
allowance for mileage, 10 cents a
mile, has not been increased since it
was written into the 1910 state
Constitution.
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The after-tax personal income of
Americans, adjusted for price hike.s
during 1981, went up 2.1 percent,
an improvement over the 0. 7
percent increase during the previous
year, the report said.
Overall personal income, before
the tax and inflation adjustments,
went up 0.2 percent in December
and II. 3 percent for all of 1981. ·

Americans spent an even larger
percentage of their income during
1981, the department said, pulling
the savings rate down 0.3 percentage points to S.3 percent.
In the badly ailing construction
industry, a spqrt of new apartment
buildin!l pulled up the pace of
construction during December by
13.3 percent. Yet 1981 turned out to.
be the worst year for total housing
starts since 194§, according to the
government report.

Friday, which money markets at ·of the week. That would be good
first feared would trigger a new news, pointing to further interest
squeeze on interest rates.
);ate decr~ases.
Reagan said he does not think his
In recent days, however, the plans to encourage business
increase was attributed to technical spending through ta)( cuts have
factors and many analysts now · failed, despite a government survey
expect a large decline in the money showing such investment to be
supply to be announced at the end down half a percent this year.

-Advertising·-------------

Reagan said at his news con- continued from page 1
ference Tuesday that the Federal
"It's important for the public to
Reserve is "sending the wrong realize the seeping implicatons of
Sijlnal" to businesses that are these and other policies in comholding back their investments in munication before they are cast in
modernization.
bronze,'! Dunaway said.
Reagan was referring to the large
Cooper said the Albuquerque
jump in the money supply the public broadcasting sector will
Federal Reserve announced last begin to "feel the crunch" of
dwindling federal funds by next
year. Because of that, other means
of income are already being explored, he said.

Image of Hispanic, Latino
Studied Through Film Class
A course that will examine the
Hispanic/Latina image in mainstream American .film is being
offered through Continuing
Education for American Studies
credit. The course, American
Studies 301-400, is also cross listed
with Chicano Studies.
Because the film remains the
predominant source of United
States perception of the Latino, the
class will examine a range of
perspectives to discover the relation
of image to reality through a social
issues approach to film.
Mass media will be discussed as a
means to control the definition of
reality in the form of a hierarchical
social contract by those with a large
stake in the status quo.
Countercultural media, such as
the Chicano film or the
documentary film, questions the
social contract in ways which will
be examined through a content
analysis of selected films. Countercultural media serves as a means
to contrast the Latino image in
mainstream Hollywood films.
The instructor for the class is Dr.
Cynthia Ramsey, who offered the
American Through Film course last
Spring t.o examine American
science fiction films through a

All films are in English or have
English subtitles. FollOwing is a list
of films to be viewed: For the First
Time, Border/own, Flying Down to
Rio, Up in Smoke, Bananas,·
Boulevard Nights, HomeBoys, Los
Olvidados, Chulas Fronteras, Del
Mero Corazon, and Salt of the
Earth.
For more information, call Dr.
Ramsey at 262-1516, 243-2342, or
American Studies (277-3929) or
Chicano Studies (277-3967).
Students should register through
Continuing Education.

Happy Feet
supplies all dancers with a
complete selection of
footwear and apparel.
Names, name dancers have
demanded for years.

I I I

And always professional fitting by
trained experts.
We've been fitting New Mexico
dancers for years.
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UNM CONCERT CHOIR ..,... UNM's finest choir! These 55
voices, who perform a variety of music, will be the featured
choir at the BACH FESTIVAL (Santa Fe) in February, and the
American Choral Directors Association (ACDA) CONVEN·
TlON in Oklahoma City on March 5, 1982. Other activities In·
elude a performance at the annual COMPOSER'S SYM
POSIUM on campus and participation in a performance of
the Brahms, GERMAN REQUIEM and Poulenc, GLORIA with
the UNM Symphony orchestra.
Rehearsal schedule: Tue. and Thurs., 3:00p.m.· 5:30p.m.
or the
UNIVERSITY CHORALE - a newer ensemble added for
those who want to continue singing but feel their musical
background might not be up to the demands of the Concert
Choir at this time. All types of music will be sung including
pop, spirituals, classics, etc.; both individual concerts and
joint programs with other choral groups are planned.
Rehearsal schedule: Tue. and Thurs., 3:00p.m.· 5:30p.m.
or the
UNIVERSITY CHORUS - a large festival chorus that meets
every Tuesday evening from 7:30p.m.· 9:30 p.m .. This chorus
is designed especially for peopte·who wish to smg but hav~
had little experience. Auditions are not required lot the Um·
varsity Chorus. The primary project for the spring semester is
. a performance of the Brahms, GERMAN REQUIEM and
Poulenc GLORIA with the UNM Symphony Orchestra in April.
NON-MUSIC MAJORS ESPECIALLY WELCOME - Solo
training is not necessary. Auditions are not diffio~lt,. and
chorus can easily be added to your schedule for cred1t 1fyou
so desire. Graduate credit Is also available. MEN'S VOICES
ARE ESPECIALLY NEEDED FOR ALL GROUPS!
AUDITIONS AT YOUR CONVENIENCE- 10:00 a.m. ·NOON;
1:30 p.m .. 4:30p.m. iri Room 1116, Fine Arts Center· Music
Department.
Monday January 18th
Tuesday January 19th
Wednesday January 20th
Call 277·4301 or 277·4202 for further information.

Happy Feet • ; • All ti'!ings to
all performers.

~

•

•

~

''

4811 Central N.E.
Albuquerque, N.H. 87108

Open Mon,Sat. 9:30-6:00
155-8673
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"We need to be making a better
ca>e for the value of underwriting,"
Cooper said.

Viewers have a strong positive
image of a corporation that
"Congress already relaxed identifies itself with a good
restrictions to help them (stations) program, he said.
social issues approach. Dr. Ramsey obtain monies from other sources,''
"We need to sell that idea better
received her doctorate through the he said.
than we are doing now,'' he said.
Interdisciplinary Program in the
KNME's immediate plans inAt present, KNME rents out
Humanities at Florida State
University in 1981 with a concentration in film and Hispanic
studies.
Students will receive three hours
credit for the course that will meet
once a week on Tuesday evening
from 6:30 to 9:15p.m. in the studio
of the Speech Communication
Dept. (180 I Roma, across from
Scholes Hall). The course requires
that students write two short critical
papers examining the Latino image
as portrayed in mainstream
American film and countercultural
Chicano film. A final exam will
also be required.

SING

~:

"[;

equipment to profit-making elude establishing "a broad
organizations to get more income, foundation of community support
Cooper said.
. to prepare us for that time" when
federal support will be cut, Cooper
This summer, Congress allowed said. This will be necessary with, or
corporate underwriters to use logos without, commercials on public
and mention their products at the stations, he said.
end of shows they sponsor, Cooper
said.

Capezio, Danskin and Flex-a-tard.

i

u

"I think there'N a little caution at
work, and perhaps part of that is
waiting to see what the Federal
Reserve system is doing," he said,
"The plans are there, ready to be
implemented. They want to be
more sure that interest rates and
inflation are going to continue
coming down."
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Irish Performance Takes Over City for Next Two Weeks
Van Deren Coke will give an
informal talk sbout his involvement with photogrsphy at
3 p.m. Sundsy in the. UNMArts
Museum. The lecture is freesnd
open to the public. "VIctorian
Attic," photograph by Van
Deren Coke.

Van Deren Coke
To Give Lecture
On Photography
At Art Museum
HALLMARK
RESUME SERVICE
Professionally prepared for resu Its.
Attractive rates. Word processor perfect.
We offer student discounts!
For an appointment call884-7101

An exhibition on "The
Photographic Works of Van Deren
Coke" will be on view in the
University of New Mexico Art
Museum through Feb. 14.
The exhibition includes approximately 6S works in black and
white and color, which survey
Coke's activities as a pholographer
since the mid-1950s.
On Jan. 24, Coke will attend a

A DIVISION OF HALLMARK PERSONAL CONSULTANTS

UNM Career
Planning & Placement

l
\

Orientations & Mini-Workshops
Mesa Vista Hall 2131

Orientation to UNM Career Planning
and Placement
Every Friday ........................... 10:00 a.m. & 2:00p.m.

Career Planning: The Why's and the How's!
Monday, February 1 •........................ 9:00- 10:00 a.m.
Thursday, March 4 . , . ; ...................... 3:00- 4:00p.m.
~ednesday, ~arch 31 .•...................... 2:00- 3:00p.m.
uesday, Apnl 20 .......................... 10:00- 11:00 a.m.

The Job Search: Selling When the Product is You!

museum reception which will be
held from 2 to 4 p.m. in his honor.
·At 3 p.m. he is scheduled to give an
informal talk about his involvement
with photography.
Coke's photographic works may
be read as a virtual catalog of his
interest in, and knowledge of, art of
the 20th century. They pay homage
to a number of artists, including
Man Ray, Andy Warhol and
Thomas Eakins, and on occasion
make ironic reference to other
photographers such as Emmet
Gowin and Les Krims.
Coke's early work was influenced
by Edward Weston, whose
photographs were models for many
photographers. However, because
of Weston's impressive body of
work and pervasive influence, Coke
felt compelled to explore new
modes of expression.
In 1968, he began to combine and
manipulate found photographs and
glass negatives with his own
photographic negatives. He began
using a technique commonly known
as "flashing," in which a white
light is flashed in the darkroom
during the development of the
print.
The technique causes a partial
reversal of the image on the
photographic paper and creates rich
browns, . plums and blue-grey
colors. Coke felt that with this
technique he was able to produce

images that were "allusive and
mysterious, but not completely
divorced from a feeling of reality.''
In the late 1970s, Coke began to
work with color photography.
More than just a personal investigation of the medium, Coke's
color photographs seem to be
meditations on the history of color
in comtemporary photography and
painting.
·
"The Photographic Works of
Van Deren Coke," organized by
the UNM Art Museum, is accompanied by an illustrated catalog
with an essay by Thomas Barrow.
After its showing here, the
exhibition will travel to the
University of Kentucky i!1
Lexington.
Coke, who was born' in
Lexington in 1921, began
photographing in 1936. Since
completing graduate studies at
Indiana University in 1958, he has
taught photography and art
history.
In 1962 he came to UNM and
served as a professor and director
of the UNM Art Museum. While on
leave from UNM between 1970-72,
Coke directed the International
Museum of Photography at George
Eastman House. In 1979 he left
UNM to become the director of
photography at the San Francisco
Museum of Modern Art.

This week and next for some
strange reason, the Irish are taking
over the city. Popejoy Hall will
feature two evenings of performance by imported Irish acts
and the Albuquerque Little Theatre
will present Brendan !3ehan'.s play
''The Hostage,"
The Rovers, an Irish musical act
consisting of five musicians will
perform at Popejoy this Sunday at
8:15 p.m. The Rovers have played
to sold-out houses across the
United States and Canada. The
initial response to the group began
in Canada and led to a 22-weelv
engagement at San Francisco's
Purple Onion, a local club which
was the begining showcase for such
as acts as The Kingston Trio, The
Smothers brothers and Phyllis
Diller. Soon after they were signed
to Decca Records and have become
perhaps best known for their hit
single "The Unicorn". They also
had their own television series
under their own name which ran for
six seasons .on CBS.
On Tuesday, January 26 also at
8:15 p.m. Popejoy will present
Jury's Irish Caberet of Dublin, This
act got its start in 1964 in the old
Jury's Hotel, in the shadow of
Trinity College. The company has
toured extensively throughout the
world and has been well received
for its revivalist approach to the
song, dance and storytelling of
traditional Ireland.
Tickets for these two performances are available at the

Popejoy Box Office and as always
there is a student discount.

IRA members announce to· the
press that if the prisoners are not
exchanged their hostage will be
In the setting of an old Irish pub kille(!.
and brothel, a young eighteen-yearContemporary reality, this inold British soldier is held hostage as
terchange
occurs in the theatre. It is
an exch<mge for an Irish soldier
held by the British. The Irish the play ''The Hostage'', written by
soldier, also a young man, is ac- Brendan Behan.
cused of shooting two policeman
BehiUl, an Irish patriot, wrote the
and is sentenced to be hung. The play in 1958 in Gaelic ani! it was

The Albuquerque Little Theatre
will present "The Hostage" from
January 22 through Febuary 7, for
show times and ticket information
contact the Theatre at 242-4750.
Copy for "The Hostage" W(ZS
supplied by New Mexico Daily
Lobo writer Lynn St. George.

GE

Do You Want
Prohibition
In the UNM
Area?

lip
~r'rlee

Posh Eddie's Bagels and Booze (formerly Posh
Bagel) is attempting to become UNM's only full
service bar (although without package liquor). We
started this process in June of 1981 and encountered no opposition until last week. We need
your help if wish to have a university community
full service bar and jazz club.

UNM SUB Entt!rtalnment wlll present a One Year
Anniversary Dant:e Friday and a Orand Reopening

Dance Sa•urda)'.

Performing will be ''South Side,'' with HJams
Unlimited'' as DJ. Jams Unlimit~ will play FunkY·

Disco music from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. both nights in the

Subwa~ Station. on 'the northwest lower level of the

Student Union Building,

General admission is 53 an~ Sl for UNM,
Unlvenity or Albuquerque and Tcchnical-.Vo~llonal

Institute sttidcnu. FOr more 'information, call 2714!506 or 277-6492.
llNM Women's Socctr Club is looking for
metnberst FQr more infcmnation, leave name and
number in Bo;~t 106 at the Student Activities Center fn
the SUB, .or call842~5038 after 5 p.m.
Dante with tbt llNM lltllroom Dance Club Friday
frOm 7:30 10 9!30 p.m. in the SUB Ballroom.
Adml~ion is

Subway

free.
Noonllme

.
Entertt.lamenl

will

be

We will continue to serve the same great food but
this is UNM's only chance for a full service bar on
Central directly across from UNM.

presenting ••partners in Mime1' 1 f~turlng Chris and
Tommy Rivera, Wednesday from noon to t p.m. in
the Student Lounge Area iwide the main level of the
Student Union Building. Admission 1s frc;e; ·For mare
information cal\177-4506 or 177-6492,
SOLAS The Student Orginlza.tion of Latin

ea.UdoD For H•man Rlaflt:J la Latin A.mka-

The Coalilion will present tbe slide show,
''Guatemala: A People Besicsed", Thurlda)' at 7:30
p.m. in room :2SO or the SUB. The presentation wilt

If We Lose the
University Community Loses!

include the slide show ·and !ipeakcrs who wiU be

available Jo answer qUestions. A donaticri of St will

The Resume: The Art of Condensing
Your Life History into Two Pages!

be tequestcd at the door.

Wednesday, February 3 ...................... 2:00 · 3:00p.m.
Tuesday, March 2 ......•................... 10:00. 11:00 a.m.
Monday., March 29 •....•.•...••.....•....... 9:00- 10:00 a.m.
Thursday, April22 ..............•....•...... 3:00. 4:00p.m.

BOOTS
Ladie's Men's

The Interview: Putting it All Together!

&

Thursday, February 4 ........................ 3:00. 4:30p.m.
Wednesday, March 3 ......... .' ..........•.... 2:00- . 3:30p.m.
Tuesday, Ma~ch 30 ......................... 10:00-11:30 p.m.
Monday, Apnl19 .......•............. ·.•..... 9:00 · 10:00 a.m.

20°/o

Therefore we ask your help. Please sign the attached petition and bring it by Posh Eddie's. Encourage your friends to sign the petition. If you
possibly can, show your support by attending our
approval hearing on Frid~y, January 22nd at 9am
in Room 326 of the City Hall building at:
400 Marquette Ave. NW.

Nextti
you see

someone · ·it.•)\•

polluti~g,

.po•nf
at out.

Off

Career Fair for Nonm Technical Majors
Wednesday, March 24 ...•........ 9:00- 3:00p.m. SUB Ballrod'm

lobo
men's
shop

Special Recruiting Event for ·Educators
Thursday, April 29 ....•.........• 8:30- 4:30p.m. SUB Ballroom
Friday, Apri120 ............•.... 8:30- 4:30p.m. SUB Ballroom

Arthur Ashe Febru~ry 2: Watch for Him.

people trapped in the conflicts of
the country in which they live.

Wednesdays 9-11 a,m., beginning Feb. 3, fer 6 weeks. Limlled lo B pro..,-eglstered par·
tlclpants. For intormatlon 11nd Individual pre·reg[striltion lnteNiew call277·4537, Together,
we will employ verbal and nonverbal ccuns~llng approaches to explore change Ill ourselves,
our relationships and our world.
Facilitated by Carolina Yah!le, M.A., Student Mental Health Service. Froe to students
enrolled for 6 or more hours.

American Studies will host Vidor Mora Paz. Mexico
City art collector and deal« in a prcscntadon on Jose
Ouadelupc Posada, Mexlco~s Daumler Wednesday at
3 p.m. at the_ Latin American Institute.

Tuesday, February 2 ........................ 10:00- 11 :OO'a.m.
~onday, March 1...................•........ 9:00 · 10:00 a.m.
Wh~sday, April I ............................ 3:00- 4:00p.m.
e nesday, April 21 .... , ............•....... 2:00- 3:00 p.m.

originally titled "An Giall". It was
first performed in Dublin in 1958
with considerable praise that
resulted in Behan being persuaded
to translate the play intoEnglish. It
opened the same year in London as
"The Hostage".
"The Hostage" is not concerned
with politics and propaganda; it is
neither pro nor auti-I.R.A. Rather,
the characters stand out as real

243·6954.
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We, the undersigned, would like to express our
approval and support of a full service bar in
the University area.
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I
I
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2120 Central SE
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Sports
Star Program Provides Incentive
Sieve McPeek

was slanted so it was easier for a
guard to get a star than a forward
When Gary Colson became or center,
Duggin met with players before
active head coach of Lobo men's
basketball last seasoo, he instituted the season to discuss what is exthe "star" program,
pected of them.
"1t's an excellent program,
pushing guys to accomplish what
Educationally, stars are awarded
they wouldn't normally," according to Jim Williams, volunteer for perfect attendance on a weekly
basketball coach who ran the basis, an outstanding grade on a
program last year as a graduate term paper or class project, and
attaining a predetermined grade.
assistant.
Williams said the program is
Duggin said the motivat.ion to go
motivational in concept, rewarding to class is enhanced by the fact that
players for performance in the if a player has an unexcused abclassroom and practice as well as sence he won't be allowed to
during games.
practice which costs him a star, and
Current graduate assistant coach makes it impossible to achieve
Dave Duggin said it will be more practice stars for that day.
difficult to earn stars this year
Performance in drills and overall
bcca use the coaches felt the system
was to easy last season. The effort are the criteria for awarding
program has been modified because practice stars, which give players
the coaches [ell last year's system who don't see much game time a

Hate Christians?

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
: WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE :
••
••
between o. Spo.nish Rmerico.n, o.
•
•
•

:

There Is only one woy to find out. Enroll in Sociology 211-02 •
where we will unrovel this ond other puzzles from New •
mexico history.
•

•

SELECTED PROBLEmS mon-Wed 3:00-4:15

:

mitchell Ho.ll 214

After a somewhat disappointing
eastern road trip, the UNM
women's basketball team will be
back lnto much more familiar
territory as they face Northern
Arizona and conference foe UTEP
in road games this week.
Coach Doug Hoselton's crew will
be working out of what Hoselton
calls the "youth stage" rather than
the baby stage that had accounted
for all of the turnovers and fouls
that have plagued the Lobos all
year.
"We are just trying to get more
movement out of them," explained
the sophomore coach about the

player> can lose stars by having ·
three turnovers or more a game, by
missing a practice or by being late
either for a game or practice.
At the end of the basketball
season the player with the most
stars will receive a four-foot
trophy. In addition, players who
receive more than 15 stars during
the course of the season will have a
hfe size photograph in the arena.

addition of some new plays installed this week. "There aren't
many changes but we are just trying
to utilize our one-on-one talent a
little more."
Hoselton is also attempting to get
some more effort out of his 6-9
Pack.
"I hope that we can get that
second effort out of the gals, which
will help cut down the turnovers
and )lelp them to adjust to different
defensive situations,'' he said.
Alison Foote was praised by
Hoselton for her consistent play,
which is something that the rest of
the team has lacked, "Alison has
played like a rock," notes

Hoselton. "Our play has been up
and down like a roller coaster, Each
player has shown flashes of
brilliance but the consistency is still
missing."
Despite the little na~ging injuries
besetting the Lobos, the starting
five will probably be Lori
McConnell and Muff Reinert at
guards with Sheri ,Moore, ' Foote,
and Yvonne McKinnon on the
inside. Moore is nursing a bad right
elbow and subs Sally Marquez and
Pat Hovorka have leg problems,
but are probable for the games.
Debie Leeper missed Tuesd11y's
practice because of an impacted
wisdom tooth but will be availiable
for Thursday.

Duggin said once the progam
starts, it will motivate players with
few stars to want to get more to
avoid being embarrassed,
Last Year, guard Phil Smith won·
the trophy with 194 stars. This year
Smith also leads the team with 61
stars.

•
:

Lobo women's golf coach Henry
Sandles is optimistic his team will
continue their hot fall performance
from last fall in this week's Lady
Aztec Invitational in El Cahon,
California.
The women finished at least fifth
in each of their six tournaments at
the end of 1981, including two
successive wins to close the year at
the Lady Gator and Stanford
Invitational meets.
"I'm pretty pleased," Sandles
said on the eve of the IS-team
tournament. "A couple of the girls
were a little shakey, but they are
playing well now. We worked from
9 a.m. to dark today, and I think all
the girls have regained their confidence.''

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

ASUNM Textbook

Co·op
Come in and Buy your
Books for Less!
We carry a wide selection of textbooks
for the spring semester.

~Open

Steve King

Joe cav~retta

Ths "Star" board is ths first thing ons sses when entering ths
Lobos' dressing room.

2421 San Pedro NE • 884·5113
JoeCavareua

Contact Prof. Berthold or
History Dept. for details

ffiexico.n Rmerico.n o.nd o. Chico.no??

chance to increase their overall
total, Duggin said.
Stars are awarded for game
performance in all areas, including
taking an offensive foul,
rebounding, free throw percentage
and steals.

Golfers Prepare for Invitational

Then you'll dig the Romans. See the crushing of the
Greeks, the eradication of the Druids, the suppression
of the Jews. All this and more in ....
History 314-ROME Tue.-1hrs. 11-12:15

:

Women's Coach Installs New Plays

Now!

You can still sell your textbooks for more!
ASUNM Textbook Co·op is located in the SUB
Basement, Room 24·A. For more information
call our 24 hour answering service at 277·
3701.
We're a non·profit, student run Co•op
bringing you less expensive textbooks.

Sandles said his top competition
should come from Brigham Young,
Texas Christian, Arizona State,
Arizona, San Jose State, Southern
Californai, and TJCLA.
Playing for the Lobos will be Kris

Monaghan, Dana Howe, Susan
Sanders, Theresa Schreck and Lucy .•
Casteneda. "I think they all have a
shot at the top I 0, Kris and Dana
for sure. Susan has been playing
really well also."

Swimmers Place
Though only three Lobo
swimmers and two divers competed
in the recent All-American
Invitational, head coach Bill Spahn
was pleased with the results.
''All of our kids did well,"
Spahn said. "It was a great
competition against some of the
best in the nation."
Senior Ken Ericcson tied a school
record in the I 00 meter breast
stroke with a 59.5 second time and
finished lOth. Ericcson also made
the finals in the 200 meter breast
stroke.
Karli Tjelle placed lOth in the
three meter diving e~ent, and Dave

Schardt finished 12th in the I 000
meter freestyle.
UNM's next competitive action is
against on the road against
Brigham Young and Utah this
weekend. "Realistically, BYU and
TJtah should beat us because of our
'lack of depth," said the first-year
coach, who was given little time to
recruit because of his late hiring.
"We will try to rotate our swimmers in different events to see what
events each individual is suited for.
''These meets are important to
get us in good racing shape,"
Spahn said. "Our goal is to do well
in the confereqce championships (in
March)."

Intramural Program Offered
The intramurals department will
be offering an individual weight
program this semester during
recreation hours.

guidance and set up individual
programs. Files on individual
workouts will also be kept.

Students will monitor the
program and be available to offer

For further information, contact
Dick Baldizan at 277-5151 or 2774347.

l14lDays to Enroll for
UNMSTUDENT
HEALTH INSURANCE

Open enrollment now for all students who will be carry·
ing 6 or more hours. (Coverage for dependents of eligible
students also available.}
Enroll at: Student Health Center beginning Jan. 18,
· '1982, on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays from 1·
3pm; or mail applications and payments now to the local
representatives office at the address below. Visa and
Masfercharge accepted.

KEYSTONE LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
2625 Pennsylvania N.E., Suite 300
Albuquerque, New Mexico 811.1 0 • 88~-6827
Enrollment Period Ends
February 8, 1982
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FIRE SALE
25 Ofo - 500fo OFF on

Bill Harvey, the Lobo's newest star, prep11rss to block a pass In
action against Northern Arizona earlier this SBllson.

Harvey Sparks Lobos
With Outside Shooting

All Garments
. Prices Reduced on
Everything in Store

Eric Maddy

The road woes that have troubled
UNM all season long also trouble
When Gary Colson got upset Harvey. "We played well against
with some of his troops almost Hawaii," he said. "Don (Brkovich)
three weeks ago on a road trip to was taking good shots, but they just
Utah, he turned to his bench for a were not dropping.
spark.
"It sounds like an excuse, but the
His first choice for a new guard
was Brad Evangelho, but he was floor is unfamiliar,'' he said.
injured in a.practice prior to the Air "Unless you get one good practice
Force game .
on it, you can feel that it's different."
Enter Bill Harvey.
The regular routine of back to
The 6' 1'' ·sophomore guard from classes won't bother the Lobos,
Hampton Bays, New York, has Harvey said. "I think it will help
started the last four games for us. I felt that when 1 was just sitting
UNM, and had 14 points in his around hotel rooms, I got a little
most recent effort against Hawaii.
lazy."
Harvey, who had been used
primarily as a zone-breaker
Harvey, who transferred to
previous to gaining the starting UNM from West Georgia College,
role, said he doesn't like the label of said he came to UNM "because of
"shooting guard" that has been Coach (Bob) Lamphier. 1 got to
attached to his talents.
work with him when he was at West
Georgia," he said. "When he gota
"I like to think of myself as a chance to come here, I asked him if
complete ballplayer," Harvey said anything was open, and he said
after a grueling two-hour practice he'd check,
yesterday. "I'm confident in whatl
"He's a super guy. He'll make a
can do."
great head coach someday.''
"Defensively, t think I've been
Harvey, who averaged nearly 40
doing a pretty good job on the man points per game in high school, said
I've covered," Harvey said. the constant hoopla surrounding
"Sometimes in practice I .have a Lobo basketball, "Caught me by
tendency to force a pass when no suprise. The crowd is great and the
one is open. If I'm a coach and I sec Pit itselfis amazing.
that in practice, I guess I'd have to
''It's no secret that the players
think about using me in the
are spoiled," Harvey continued.
shooting role.
"We get to travel all over. It is an
"But I haven't made that many opportunity of a lifetime."
turnovers, except for one against
Part of the surroundings include
Hawaii in a crucial situation, that signing autographs after each home
really hurt us," Harvey added. "I'll game. ''If I ever catch a teammate
do anything the coaches want."
who doesn'·t sign an autogr!lph, I'll
probably slug him," Harvey said.
With Phil Smith moving to the "It means so much to some of these
rover position underneath, the bulk little kids. It's nnt a ego trip, but it
of the ball-handling chores will is kind of fun."
probably
fall to Harvey,
Colson praised Harvey for his
Evangelho, and Tim Fullmer.
"When I'm at the point against a efforts on the recent trip to San
zone it leaves me with an open Diego and Hawaii. "He really
shot," Harvey said. "In· a 1-2-2 helped us against Hawaii, especially
zone, for instance, the point guard against the zone," Colson said.
usually can get the ball at the top of "And both he and Bvangelho were
the key. That shot is as about as hitting against San Diego State,
which ran them (San Diego State)
good as you can get,"
Harvey also thinks the switch will out of their zone."
As for Texas-El Paso, the Lobo's
help the Lobo offense. "Phil is one
of our best inside players," he said. next road foe Saturday, he said
"He'll cut to the basket and find with a laugh, "1 just hope they play
a zone!"
the holes."

Sale Ends • Jan. 30 •
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INT~AMU~Al ACTIVITY ~l' •
-J:
3 on 3 Basketball
I•
and Team Basketball

MEN and WOMEN Welcome. Tum in
entries at.partlclpants meeting
Thursday, Jan. 21,1982
Games begin Monday, Jan. 25,1982
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UNM lntramurals offers you a
chance to exercise, compete,
and enjoy! It's free and it's fun!
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There's More!!
Skiing
Powerlifting
Free Throw
Badminton
Indoor Soccer
Bowling
Table Tennis
Fencing
Racquetball
Volleyball
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JJ
Come by Johnson Gym No. 230 (N.E. Corner Upstairs)
or call 277·5151 for more information.

c§
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<mmllmrt, Cynthia llcnniguo, Jumcs Jenning$, Jon
Knudsen, Mark Ma11hart, Katherine McCowan,
Monica Owtco, Marthn l'adilln·Oarcla, Trlshil
Rober!' and Terri Puncan.
1122
CLAIM YOUH LOST possessions at Campus Police
8:00 u.rn. m4:00 p.m. (!ally.
tfn

1. Personals
WHY (iO IT ulnnc? l)clfl\ ~i"m" Pi invite• you to
meet the dwptcr un Junuury 28th at 8:00 p.m. in

ruom 100 at the Ander~on St.:hool or Munngcmenl.

1128
ACCUitATI•: INt'ORMATION A80UT con·
tracC11Hon, 'icriliwtion, abortion. Right to Chonse.
2~4·0171.
tfn
1'1!1-:(;NAN('Y ·n:SHNG & ('OUNSEI.ING. Phone
247·9819.
tfn
I'ASSI'OIU, IMMWRATIO'i, I,D. photos. 3 for
$fl.!l0! ! Lowest prices in town! Fast, plen•ing, short
walk from UNM. Cull 265·2444 or come to 1.23
Wellesley S.E., between Uirard and C'nrlis!c, corner
of Silver. Hours: 10·6 weekday~, Sntur\iny9-5.
tfn
('ONTACTS.J•OLISIII:>lG, SOI.UTIONS Casey
Oplical Company onl.omasjust west ofWashington.
tfn
WE IIOT IHSTIUIIU'Hms. l're<cription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich Village (Lennon Styles), gold
nmlcss, $54.50 (regttlar $65.00). Pay Less Opticians,
5007 Mcnnul N.!i., acro1s from LnBelles.
tfn
WOMEN'S m:ALTI.I s~;RVICI\ UNM. Stude1it
llc;alth Center Annual e~ams for PAPS, con·
trnccption, nbonlun counseling lind other
gynccnlog•cal 1crviccl. 277·3136.
tfn
ONI..Y $2.35. TWO farm·frcsh.eggs, two homcm.ade
dtemioal free ~au1ase pal!ies, two slices of toast, free
green chilL Open 7 a.m. Morning Glory Cafe. Corner
u!Girrml, Central ond Monte Vlsra 268·7040.
tfn
m:Rl'; C'OMI·.S Tilt: Chicken! The UNM Chicken Is
,·mning <oon to the New Mexico Union. Eat your
heart out San Diego! Yummy!.
tfn
1'1-:'II'AI.S IN over 141 Countries· Ages8·89. Write
t•>: lnt.ernmtnnnl Pen friends, P.O. Box 65,
llomecre1tStatitm. Urooklyn, N.Y. 11229, USA.
1/21
lliVOIK~: ANIJ I'~:RSONAI. Growth Seminar
ocgim I·cb. 9th for ten Tuesdays, 7.9 p.m. Call
llnrlli~en llrowu B8Hll21; Walter l'olt 266-3421.

3. Services
(;LJITAH u:SSONS, INSTHlJM~:N'fS and rentals.
MARC'S O!liturC'enter, 143 HarvardS. E. 265·331~.
trn
l'l!Ot'ESSJONAI. TYI'IN(; llY EngHsh/MA editor.
Vast e<perience with dissertations, papers. Editing
available. 266·9550,
3/l
A·llYPIST·TI\l!M papers, rcsumcs299·.8970.
2/12
f'AST ACCURATE TYI'ING includes corrections,
~polling, grammar, punctuation. TypArt 105 Stan·
ford SE 262·1865.
1/26
l'l!Ot'ESSIONAL TY.PING l!EASONAIII.~.
Extensive ,.cretarial experience, lllM Selectric 1.11.
(.'ull299·6256 o099·2676.
!129
PARKING SI'AC~:s t'OR rent, Collie 10 11611
Colombia S ..E. for more information. Walking
1/22
distance to U.N.M.
CALl.. A('l)Lt:)C FOR all word processing needs:
Theses. dissortalions, resunws. 831-3181.
1122
l'l!OH~~SIONAL
TYPING.
REASONAIILE.
Extensive secr~tarial experience. IBM Selectric Ill.
299·6256/2G0·2676,
1129
Gi.IITAit INSTRUCTO!l, CLASSICAl., pther
styles. 867·3158.
1/29
lYPING t'ROM TilE Word Co. We use a word
processor for quick turnaround time and .nccurnte
changes. CaJI247-2326.
1129
DIVINE 111TSEWING, M-W-F, 1·5, 247.8236. 1/22

4. Housing
Ttu;

2/~

I'AIHNiillS IN MIM~; fcaturiug Chris & Tommy
Rh~rn, Wcdnc<uay, Jun. 20th, 12 noon· I p.m. on the
MninlcvcloftheS.U.R.
1/20
I \'EAII ANNIVERSARY Dance with Jams
Unhmilcd, January 22nd from ?·I n.m, in the
SllilWAY. Northwest lower level of the New Mexico
Unirm, $2 \tudcnt:;, $1 general.
1/22
COMI'l'lElt J'Oit'fRAITS. GET yours done from
Ul:IKI a.m.-~:00 p.m. at S. U.ll. Main Levcll.ounge.
1120
CH'S l'llZA ·.':l.ln:of pepperoni piua, salad and
1otla fur $1.44. Two •lice\ of pepperoni, pizzu and
medium 1utla for$1.64.
1120
ltAINIIOW I'I.A('f; WEI.COME!i you bock. Come
1cc "'"hen you can. 555·8 Wyoming N.E., 10 a.m.·?
p.m.
1122
f.s('ENlS, THAT'S all for a deluxe hamburger with
tcttlh:t-, hlltnHot!~. [lkkl~ untl rnw onioo at Doonies.
<·urncr llmlcf'ity urtd ( ·entral.
1129
IIOII~l·:S, FOOTIIAU., l'l.A \'Gilt!.. We have all
rvpe1 111 rna~atines und paperbn•k<. Look tor in store
'pwal\, N.M, l'rm>n Mcr•ad<•·
I t22
l.OO.K IN f() A~f.I'RO marketing for part-time
l•u,me~; uprmtumty, l·ontact Ke•itt, 881·9501. I /22
29 CE'HS fOR h(Jt apple turnover at Doonics.
( mner l.'ru\er"tl' nntl C'cutral.
l/29
t'ORE!C;"lt:R TICKETS t'Oit sale. <:all Gary atcr
~:(lOP!\1 nt299·llll.
1125
WO!'IU;N SOcn:R PLAYERS needed. Call 842·
5038 e.eningl.
l/25
1'F,IU 11. (;oon luck in school, I'm behind you.
Love, D.
1/26
TJ!f; TINSEL 1'0\VN Mugger is hack.
1126
(GRANlll!F..-OPENlNG SUBWAY Station Dance).
Party with South Side and D.J. Jams Unlimited,
Januar)' 2J rd from 9·1am, Northwest lower level of
theS.U B.
1/22

1. Lost & Found
I.OST: SMt\l,l, BRASS surveying instrument in
small wooden box, Sycamore and Tijeras. Reward,
M~M~

1/~

F0\.1ND GOI.D RIMMED glasses outside Scholl's
Hall. Claim at Marron Hall room 131.
1/25
Ct.AIM YOl!l! I.OST UNM 1.0. in rm. 131 Marron
Hall: Janet Bond, Sandra Boynton, Christopher
Burnett, W!lllnm Castk, Joanne Frozier, Erik
Galloway, Gary Gilbert, Carol Glasshelm, Janice

CITAD~;l,.SliPgRn location near UNM and

downtown. II us service every 30 minutes, I bedroom
or efficiency, from $205. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and lmtndry. Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 UniversitY NE. 243-2494. tfn
UOUSESIT'H:R: I AM looking for an apartment or
house to housesit during Spring semester (or earlier),
Excellent references and enjoy gar!lcniltg and ynr·
dll'ork. Caihcrine,142·122B.
trn
IIENT: EH11CIENCY apartment, .1410 Girard
N.E., $185/mo., all utilities paid, $100 security
deposit. Fully furnishcd·.<ccurity locks nrtd laundry
facilities. No thildren or pets. Please call bdore 6:00
in the evening, 266·8392.
2111
AVAII.AUU: NOW. UTII.ITIES paid. E.F.F. • I &
2 bedrooms, 10 percent orr for U.N.M. students.
cable TV, 3 pools, Aspen Apartments, 88J.JS70, 4501
Shepard Rd. N.E.
2/9
RENTAl, IWWms GALORE. Red Rooster Realty,
247·8647.
2/1
AVAILAIILE 1·30·82 ROOM for rent (walking
distance 10 U.N.M.). 5150 month. Kitchen and
laundry pri,ilege<. References a must, 255-3011 after
5:00.
1123
JIOUSEMATE WANTED. NON·SMOKER, non·
religiou~. Sunny house, yard, washer, $160/mo.,
utilities paid. Terry, 243·6487.
1123
!lOOM MATt: WANTEil: MALt: or female to share
2 bedroom hou!e in S.W. Volley, S\00/mo. plus
utilities. Car pool nvnUable, 242-7486 after S:00.
1123
t'OR Rt:NT '2·111lRM hardwood floors, fireplace, hot
tub in yard. Ideal for one cou~le and single person.
Sl7S per month. Clo~e to campUs call Shirley 268·
5214.
l/26
A HOUSE t'OR RENT three bedroom near
university, partililly furnished. Available February
1126
268·9167, evenings or weekends.
COUNTRY SOLAR ADOBE, New !-bedroom,
appliances, wood sto\'C, S225, 1st, last, deposit, 8675792.
1126
W ANrt:D-·'EMALE ROOMMATE (serious
student) to share 2-bedroom duplex with piano,
Easy/bus to ONM. SIOO/mo. plus utilities, call25fi..
1531 or865·512S.
212
FOR RENT, UNFURNISHED, $180 month, I
bedrooni, fenced yard, pets, off street parking. Db,
block off Central, 163 Mesilla NE, 266·3897.
1/26
t'OR RENT, l BEDROOM, living, dining, kitchen,
bath, finished basement, hardwood floors, neat
carnpus, bus service, screen porch, fireplace, S385
month, 242-4995 days, 821-5701 nights.
1/29

··oR

SUNGLASS HD'QTS
Presc r1phon le ns~s ModE'
From Your Old GloHeo;
~oy

Bon B&l Goggle>

Casey Optical Co.
(l doot\ we;t ol YOllr ONg)

4306 J,.omos otWosh1nglon
265·88-46

IIA YE 3 UPRMS, b<ula, cooking & laundry privileges
for 3 'onsciemiou~ .students in N.E. Heights.
1\~ason~blc. Call296-7212 afler3.
1121
ONt:.nlmROOM $19S, STUDIO siBs. Furni1hed
an\! utilities p:tid. Ncar U.N.M., 1218 Copper N.E. &
200Jefl'crson N.E., 842-6170.
1/21
ATTRACTIVI\ 2 IIEDROOM apartment, furnished,
tttililles paid. $280 month, $140 deposit. No pets. 440
PrincctonS.!i., 255·61;!1.
1125
CO~lNTHY LIVING YET close in. Super mini· farm.
Nifty 21lR plui double garage plus workshop plus
outbuildings plus horse facilities.
acre, Exccllem
South Valley location. $49,900. Assumable loan. Call
Joyce Gammill eves. 345·4868. RE/MAX North
Valley, Inc. 345·8506.
1/22
CHARMING lOR APARTMENT. North Valley,
Adobe setting. Vlgas, Kiv& FP. $275/mo. incl.
utilities. $200 DO. Call Joyce eves. 345·4868,
RE/MAX NV 345·8506.
1121
FOR SALE: EXECUTIV£ 4 year old contemporary
home near UNM • at 3ZI5 Purdue Place NE, three
bedrooms with greatroom ~nd two full baths, 10 foot
ceilings in entry and grcatroorn, huge master suite,
Signed designer mirror above fireplace, Jen nair
range, Call Elaine James 292·1606. Elaine T. James
Co., Realtors.
1/21
S200/MO, STUDIO •·oR rent, includes utilities,
pool, jacuzzi, unfurnished, newly decorated, SE area,
29J.8tl8.
1/21
ONE RJ.OCK UNM furnished, I bel!room tw.ln or
double beds, $235 includes utilities. VarsitY House,
141 Columbia SE, 268·0525.
1128
HOOMMAn:, st:~tiOUS Sll!DENt $120/month,
v, utilities, House, 881·0222.
1121
St:AilCHING t'OH !lOUSING? Residence halls are
your answer for ma~hnum convenience to campus
comfort nnd C\!onomy in housing and food service.
Space Is nvailable for Spring semester, but apply
early! Inquire, La Posada 20 I, weekdays 9·4. Or, call
271·2606.
1/22
CAMPUS 3·l!OOM IIOME;. $90, fully fenced, kids,
pets fine, Sun Rentals. Reusable fee. 262·1751. J/22
IIIKE TO CLASS, HugeJ·bcdroom, 2·baths, fenced,
kids, pets. $260. Sun Rentals, reusable fee. 262·1751.
1/22
N,t;, CAMPUS. l 11011 house, fully fenced. $100,
kids, pets. Sun Rentals, reusable fee. 262·1751. 1122
CUTE 2 u•:nnooM. Ncar campus. Sl65. Newer
carpets, kids, pets. Sun l!entals, reusable fee. 262·
1751.
1122
ON~; BEDROOM
UNFURNISJn:D apartment.
Clean, fenc-ed, quiet, very secure, pets welcome. S175
month. utilities included. 884-7769, 265·9273, 1122
FOR R•:NT; COI!RAI.ES fully furnished. Three
bedroom, new adobe on river. Fireplaces, stereo,
T. V,. piano, microwave, washer and dryer, dish·
washer. Bargain rate for6 mo. lease. 211·5 104 or 898·
0860. Will accept three students.
1/22
SMAI.I. ON£ IIEDROOM apartment. Old Town
area, SIZO per month. Mature, responsible student,
eall843·6843. First and last month, deposit.
1/22
ONE IU:IlROOM CONilOMINIUM S,E. .ncar
LINM. Carpeted, •wlmming pool, jacuzzi, laundry.
One block to golf course and supermarket. $275
includes utilities, $100 deposit cai1877·1222.
1/25
WANTEil· FEMALE ROOMMATt: (mious
student) tP share l·bedroom duplex with piano.. Easy
bus to UNM. SJOO a month plus uUiitles, can 256·
7531 or 865·5125.
211
•;Ff'ICIENCY 5135., liTII.ITIF:.'ii paid, furnished,
laundry facilities, 881·9004, 292·2183,
1125
ONE DEilROOM 5160 pl~s gas, 416 High St. S.E.
881·9004 or292·2183.
1125
1/,RI.OCK
FROM UNM, nice, clean, quiet, 3bedroom house to share, one room left, completely
furnished, utilities paid, Sl90 mo., SISO deposit, 2651126
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7.

Travel.

B. MtscellanPou:.

17' per word, $1.00 mrn1mum charge
11' per word per day tor five or more consecutive days

Marron Hall.,

,J~I'fit'l't'll Ui!Jiogy niUI.fotmwli.~m

at lalt• <!.: Nt•dullllrn

EARN MONEY IN spare time. Profitable mailing
program •. For d~tails send SASE toP & R Research 4,
Rox219, Grants, N.M. 87020,
1/20
PART-TIME JOB afternoons and evenings. Must be
21 years old. Apply in person, no phone calls, please.
Savewa)' Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE, 5516
Menaul NE.
4/15
WORK-STUD\'
STUOf:NTS SEEKING em·
p1Qyinent for spring semester,. please apply at Food
Service office in Student Union Building.
1/22
PROGRAMMER WANTED PART·TIME: Pascal
and Apple .soft basic. Must be familiar with Apple 11.
Call884·5577.
l/21
STliDt:NTS INTERF.STEil IN employment for
Spring Semester apply at Food Service ornce in
Student IJnion Building.
1/22

1120
WE BOT DISTRIBUTORS Prescripllon eyeglass
frames. Greenwich Village (Lennon styles), gold,
rimless. $54.50 regular $65.00. Pay Less Opticians,
tfn
5007 Menual N.E. across from LaBelles.
IIEWI.ETT PACKARD • 67 with programmable
cards, good condition $1 SO. Txlnst • SR50A includes
trig$20. 344-9234,
1/21
DRAITING TABLE, AI.L wood. 36 x 42.
Adjustable for height, angle, 255·4838. $75.00. 1/21

~

TJlE CATS

or

t:AilN SZ0-30 RAISING funds for Acorn in Com·
munily Tag Day this Saturday •.For infotmaJion call
247·9792 frorn9·3:00 or 8·1 0:00.
1/29
WALGREENS AT JUAN Tabo and Montgomery is
now hiring for parl·time casiJiers. Nights and
weekend hours. Experience desired. Apply in person.
l/26

1. Travel
t:ARN THREE t'INE arts credits In New York over
Spring ~reak. Still a few spaces. Jan. 27th deadline. 8
1/26
days, 6 shows. Call292·7195.
SHUFFLE OFF TO Buffalo and say It in the Lobo.
tfn

8. Miscellaneous
BACKPACKS· REST PRICES around. Kaufmans • a
rcaiArmy.Navy store. 504 Yale S.E., 256·0000, 1/22
COI..Il? HEAI.LY? WilY? • Genuine Gl field
jackets. wool pants and shins, hats and gloves. Great
prices. Kaulmans ·a real Army·Navy store, 504 Yale
S.E,. 256·0000,
.1/22
•·REE IIEER, WINE etc..• over S75 coupon>, Dill
of Fare Restaurant Guide. U,N.M. llookstore. 2112
1'ASTt: DUDS NEEil something new, try our bulk
candy, 10 cents off ~rty bulk candy. N.M. Union
Mercado,
1/22

9. Las N oticias

-------,I

GAY/U:SIIIAN STUDENT IJJ.tlon. Meets Tuesday
1-26,7:30 p.m., S.U.JJ.250A.
1126

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

KING-SIZE AIR MAlTRESS,. wood block couch
and tables and contemporary lamp. CaiiBB4-031S.

~·

THE UNM SPEriAL Services Program needs tutors
in ttl! areas, parti~ltlurly English, Math, Chemistry,
Physics, Jliology, Computer Science, Economics, and
Engineering. Rate
pay is $3.65 p/h and up
depending on qpalifications, Graduate students and
uppcrclass Pndcrgradu~tes are encouraged to apply.
Work•study students preferred. For •n Interview
appo,intment, come by Mesa Vista2013.
l/2~
AFH:RNOON IIADYSITIING FOR Prors kid,
Call293·5072, arter6 p.m.
l/19
PART· TIME PASTF.-lJP/LA\'OUT artist with good
typing skills. Experienced only, Work afternoons,
occasionally Saturday, Phone 842·9040.
1/22
HOUSECLEANING NEEDED. ONE evening every
two weeks •. $4,00 per hour, References required. Call
884-9376 evenings.
1/25.
LU'EGUARD, SWIMMING INSTRUCTOR WSI
cenified, Pan time. YMCA 301 Broadway N.E. 242·
7245.
1/25
IMMt:OIATE EMPLOYMENT. T£Lt:PHONE
sales. $3.35·$6,00 per hour plus bonuses, Hours4pm·
9pm. Call294·6506 for inlcrview this tuesday only.
.
1/19

..I

5. ForSale

Welcome

~ack

ii1114JA\

•..~~(""i.·.!.U~~
~~:-Jt
. CITY
Special
2slices

pepperoni. pizza
& large drink

for $2.08
reg. $2.70
Wi<.OUP0Jt0Jlly1118·-1.'24

1
I
1
I
1
I
I
I

.. ______ _

I 127 Harvard SE
1 .V2 .bl. S of Central

.

J1

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

MEOJP

SECONDHAND CLOrHES
NEW Ei USED
f,.,.IJIDMEN, MCIJ 1i CHILDREN
YOIIRCMEMBER THOSE GOOD
OLD PRICES .ON CLOTHES i'
WESr/LL HAVE THEM!
3101 CENTRAL, 5£
10- :S: JO N.ON-FRI
255-8.330
~-3 SAT

pface the follow1ng c\asst!Jed advertisement rn the New Mex1co Oa1/y Lobo
ltmes(s) beg1nnmg
. under the Headrng (Circle
1 Personals; 2. Lost & Found. 3. Servtces: 4 Hous1ng. 5 For

6 Employment.

6. Employment

nn

New Mexico Daily Lobo
Please

200 CM. CROS~·COUNTRY skis, 9Vz boot, pales
like new. $60. 345·4856.
1/2.1
iliN~:z GUITAR w/CASt;, $250. Violin w/case,
antique, $220, 268-8002.
1120
TWO SCHWINN CONTINENTAl, 10 speeds, One
:1.1 inch men'~ frame, one 21 inch women's rrame.
Both in excellent condition. $100 e~ch. 242·0275,
1/22
evenings.
FOR St\I.E, IBM Composer, 1976 model U625l.
Manual jusUfication does professional typesetting.
Ten fonts included-fonts worth $410 alone. Good
condition, original price $5400,00, you pay$2000.00,
1/22
Call (904)375-6000.
DIC\'CLB SAI.t: 10 PERCENT off on llcrtln and all
bicycles over $300. Wor.ld Champion Bicycles, 300
1/22
Yale S.E., 268-5697.
FOR SALE: YAMAHA pro Tenpr sax, Bundy flute.
Selmar c.star medal mouth piece, and clarinet
stands. Everything for $9()0, All In excellent con·
dition. 294·0310 after 5.
l/22
SANYO COMP.ACT REFRIGt:RATQR must sell.
Call Rob early mornings, 268·0512.
1/25
8-Fl.AT Tt:NOR SAXAPHONE Sonora made in
Germany. Excellent shape $325,00, Ed 299-8688 MThafter8pm,
l/25
BRAND NEW Tl-30 scientific calculator. Only
$10,00. Call Linda after 5:00 265-9102.
1/25
111'·38C CALCULATOR, application books and
aeces~ories, $129.95. IPM typewriter $275. 881-5031,
.1/21
13" COLOR TV console, sound OK. Picture h on
psychadelics. $75 and It's your trip, Call S11 at 821·
7007 evenings.
1126
HP-41CV CALCUI.ATOR S\'STEM, 319 registers,
~ard reader, bar code reader, printer, application
programs, PPC ROM, plus extras. Ex~cllent con·
ditions, $1000. Call'evcnings 821-7007.
1/26
IIP·38C USED ONE semester, $50, 266·6601 after
6pm.
2/2

ACROSS
1 High mountain
4 Shower
9 Siamese coin
12 Meadow
13 Commonplace
14 Ocean
15 Hawaiian
wreath
16 Mature
17 Food fish
18 Mortgages
20 Exclamation
21 Hectoliter
(abbr.)
23 Dry, as wine
24 In aria style
28 Goddess of
healing
30 Snickering
32 Dillseed
34 Dab
35 Despot
36 Reveres
39 Before
40 Glossy paint
41 Almond, e.g.
43 Plural ending
44 Hebrew letter
45 Map book
47 Single item
50 Landed
51 Chicken
54 Weight of
India
55 Performer
56 Be in debt
57 Greek letter
58 Pitiless
59 Church
bench

3 Bucket
4 Thoroughfare
5 Main
6 Tears
7 Devoured
8 Old pronoun
9 Hardwood
tree
10 Beverage
11 Youngster
17 Blouse
19 Exists
20 Land measure
21 Toss
22 Fiaxen prodoct
24 Notice
25 French river
26 Trap
27 Monsters
29 Rockfish
31 Make lace
33 Lure
37 Female ruff

Answer to Wednesday's Puzzle

38 Hot and
moist
42 Tantalum
symbol
.
45 Singing voice
46 StorR
47 Employ

48 Seine

49 Man's name
50 Perform
52 Female
sheep

53 Recent
55 While

DOWN
1 Everyone
2RobertE,-

r.·
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